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A FRACTURED DEBATE

A revolution has been taking place in the US.
Following years of dependency on Middle East oil,
it will overtake Saudi Arabia and Russia as the
world’s largest oil producer by 2017, according to
the International Energy Agency. In fact, a recent
Wall Street Journal analysis shows the US on
track to surpass Russia this year in the combined
production of oil and gas. The reason? Fracking – or to
spell it out, a combination of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling.
The technique, controversial in many quarters – it has been the source
of protest in the US and the UK, and has recently been banned in France
over environmental and ecological concerns – has been at the heart of
this energy revolution. In a report released this year, PwC found that the
emergence of shale oil could influence the dynamics of geopolitics as
it increases energy independence for many countries. Read more in our
cover feature, beginning on page 15.
Meanwhile, on a related theme, we talk to Evgeny Buben FCCA, finance
director of Gazprom Oil and Gas Nigeria (page 12). He has his hands full
helping Gazprom spread its wings in what is, for the Russian oil and gas giant,
comparatively virgin territory, but he praises his ACCA Qualification for standing
him in good stead to meet the challenges.
In another interview Chris Newson, CEO of Standard Bank Africa, discusses
running the largest bank on the continent (see page 28). Standard Bank, or
Stanbic Bank as it trades as in 11 of the countries in which it operates outside
South Africa, is well poised to take advantage of the economic growth Africa
has recently been enjoying. He says that the development of skills across
the continent – across all professions – is a crucial factor in the long-term
sustainability of growth on the continent.
Lesley Bolton, international editor, lesley.bolton@accaglobal.com
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NEWS | PICTURES

▼ TOY STORY

London’s iconic Hamleys toy store predicts
that the most wanted toys for Christmas 2013
will include a robotic puppy and the Furby

▼ BIRD IN THE RED

Twitter aims to raise US$1bn when it floats
later this year, thanks to soaring revenues.
However, the platform has never turned a profit
and sunk deeper into the red in the first six
months of 2013, losing US$69.3m

► ON THIN ICE

Humans are mostly to blame for global warming
since the 1950s, says the latest report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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▼ GAME STEALS A MARCH

Sales of the Grand Theft Auto V video game
hit US$1bn in just three days – faster than
any other video game, film or entertainment
product ever, creator Take-Two Interactive said

▲ STATE TAKES LIBERTY

New York State is temporarily paying the Statue
of Liberty’s running costs, enabling it to reopen
after 12 days’ closure caused by the partial
government shutdown

▲ BLACKBERRY CRUMBLES

Following a second quarter net loss of US$965m, Canadian smartphone maker BlackBerry
is to axe 40% of its workforce and will be sold to a consortium for US$4.7bn

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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NEWS | ROUND-UP

News round-up
This month’s stories include investor support for real-time reporting, the growing appetite
for integrated reporting, crackdown on fraud in India and Nigeria’s IPSAS adoption
INVESTORS GET REAL

PROTOCOLS AGREED

The IFRS Foundation and the
International Organization
of Securities Commissions
(IOSCO) have agreed to
strengthen cooperation
to raise the standard of
financial reporting globally.
Michel Prada, chairman
of the IFRS Foundation
Trustees, said that the
signing of a set of protocols
marked a big step forward
in improving financial
reporting. He added that
decisions taken by IOSCO
in 2000 had led to the
creation of the International
Accounting Standards
Board. IOSCO represents
securities regulators and its
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TRENDS

Investors support the
adoption of ‘real-time’
reporting, which they believe
would raise confidence in
corporate governance and
improve investor returns. An
ACCA survey of 300 investors
found that 85% predict that
real-time reporting would
improve their ability to
react quickly; 78% expect
it to enhance returns; and
73% said it would provide
evidence that companies
had robust corporate
governance. ‘Investors clearly
believe it would help their
decision-making and give
them greater understanding
of companies,’ said Ewan
Willars, ACCA’s director of
policy. ‘On the other hand,
they also accept that it
could lead to increased
instability and short-termism
in markets.’ Download
Understanding investors: the
road to real-time reporting at
www.accaglobal.com/ri
See also feature, page 35.

UNFAZED BY CHANGE – WHO WON’T BE CAUGHT ON THE HOP

Singapore has topped a list of 90 nations for its capacity to respond to
changes such as natural disasters, global competition, economic shocks and
demographic trends. KPMG’s 2013 Change Readiness Index (CRI), produced
with global advisory firm Oxford Economics, measures 26 components. ‘A
nation’s ability to respond to change is increasingly important to its success
in building a sustainable economy and equitable society,’ said Timothy AA
Stiles, KPMG’s global chair of international development assistance services.
‘The CRI can be a vital tool for governments, the development community and
business to make more informed decisions, whether on potential reforms or
policy changes, managing risks or making investments.’

more than 120 members
oversee 95% of the world’s
securities markets.

ACCOUNTANT CHARGED
A former senior tax partner
at New York accountancy
firm Konigsberg Wolf &
Co has been charged with
helping Bernard Madoff
conduct his multi-billiondollar Ponzi fraud. Paul
Konigsberg is charged with
two counts of conspiracy
and three counts of
falsifying records. The US
Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC)
has filed related civil
charges. Konisberg, who

is 77, was released on a
US$2m bond, conditional
on travel restrictions.
He claims that he is a
victim not a perpetrator,
citing his family’s loss
of US$10m in the fraud.
Total investor losses were
around US$17bn.

IR FORUMS GROWING

Demand for integrated
reporting (IR) is increasing
in South East Asia, says
the International Integrated
Reporting Council. IR forums
are being established in
Malaysia and Sri Lanka
to spread awareness of
the concept across the

profession. In a visit to
the region, IIRC chairman
Professor Mervyn King
received support for IR
from senior officials from
Indonesia’s ministry of
finance, the Singapore
stock exchange, Bursa
Malaysia and the Securities
Commission Malaysia.
Langgeng Subur of
Indonesia’s ministry of
finance described IR as ‘an
important step towards
achieving a sustainable
economic model’.

EY’S REVENUES RISE
EY has revealed a 5.8%
growth in global revenues

ROUND-UP | NEWS
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TRENDS
87.0%
84.9%

US
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33.4%
39.1%
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Canadian
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China’s yuan has joined the ranks of most traded
international currencies. The yuan came ninth in the
Bank for International Settlements’ latest report on
foreign exchange turnover, surpassing the Swedish krona
and the New Zealand dollar.

4.6%
5.3%

Chinese
yuan

2.2%
0.9%

New Zealand
dollar

2.0%
1.6%

in the year ending June
2013 – its fastest growth
rate for five years. Revenues
in emerging markets rose by
12%. The largest increase
was in the Americas at 9.5%,
but revenues fell by 9.5% in
Japan. They rose by 4.6% in
Europe, Middle East, India
and Africa (EMEIA) and by
4.3% in Asia Pacific. The
strongest performing sector
was advisory, where revenues
grew by 16%.

DELOITTE, PwC GROW

Deloitte’s global revenues
rose to US$32.4bn in
the year ending May, reestablishing its position

April 2013
April 2010

RENMINBI RISES

5.2%
6.3%

2.5%
1.3%

Percentage of appearances in all FX deals

as the largest global
accountancy firm. The
revenue growth followed
nearly 30 acquisitions in
strategically important
markets and sectors. Big
increases were reported
in the Americas, with an
18.1% rise in revenues in
Chile and 14.3% in Latin
America. There was a 5.6%
rise in revenues in the
Europe, Middle East and
Africa (EMEA) region. Asia
Pacific grew by 3.1%. PwC’s
global revenues for the year
ending June were up by 4%
to US$32.1bn. Revenues in
South America rose by 9%
and those in North America
by 7%, as were those in the
EMEA region, but in Asia
they rose by only 2%.

‘STOP LEAKAGES’

‘There has to be better
regional and international
cooperation to stop
leakages of funds through
transfer pricing and the

use of tax havens’ if
the world’s sustainable
development goals are
to be achieved, according
to the tripartite partnership
of Asian Development
Bank, the United Nations
Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP), and the
United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP).
The claim was made in
the partnership’s report,
Asia-Pacific Aspirations:
Perspectives for a Post-2015
Development Agenda. The
three key priorities for the
region are good-quality
education, zero poverty and
effective, accountable and
responsive government,
it says, adding that the
demand for accountable,
transparent and corruptionfree public institutions
had emerged clearly from
consultations. Read the
report at http://tinyurl.
com/adb-aspirations

ANTI-CORRUPTION ‘CORE’
Tackling fraud and
corruption must be seen
by companies as core
to their corporate social
responsibility approach,
argues a report by Deloitte
in India in collaboration with
the Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce
and Industry. It is time, the
report says, to move beyond
corruption risk mitigation
to ‘proactively solving social
problems [that are] critical
to the business’. The paper
specifies the actions that
companies should take
and the roles of different
stakeholders. More details at
http://tinyurl.com/
deloitte-fraud

SASB LAUNCHES PILOT

Ten companies in the
financial and healthcare
sectors will be chosen for a
pilot scheme for sustainable
accounting reporting. The
scheme has been launched

»
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JPMORGAN PENALISED
JPMorgan Chase is to pay US$920m in penalties in
settlement of accusations that the bank filed wrong
financial results and lacked financial controls to detect
and prevent traders from fraudulently overvaluing
investments. Two traders have previously been charged
by the US Attorney’s Office in relation to the so-called
‘London whale’ fraud. JPMorgan has paid fines of
US$200m to the Securities and Exchange Commission
and paid penalties to the US Federal Reserve, the US
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and to the
UK’s Financial Conduct Authority.

by the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board
to help companies use
SASB standards to disclose
material, environmental,
social and governance issues
in their annual filings to
the US SEC. See ‘The great
SASB’, AB, September
2013: www.accaglobal.
com/ab32

NIGERIA ADOPTS IPSAS

Greater consistency,
transparency and
accountability are to be
introduced to public sector
financial reports, Nigeria’s
government has announced.
From next year, the national
budget will comply with
a new national chart of
accounts strategy, based on
International Public Sector
Accounting Standards
(IPSAS), the public sector
version of International
Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS). It is
intended that IPSAS cash
accounting will be adopted
next year, with full accrual
IPSAS used by 2016. All
government ministries,
departments and agencies
will use IPSAS.

EY SUPPORTS CLINTON
EY is committing its
support to the Clinton
Global Initiative to support
women-owned businesses.
A partnership scheme
between EY and two notfor-profit organisations –

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

WEConnect and Vital Voices
– will help women improve
their capacity to enter
corporate supply chains and
increase their commercial
revenues. EY says that
one-third of businesses
globally are owned by
women, yet these attract
less than 1% of corporate
spending. The programme
is based in the US, but is
directed at 15,000 women
entrepreneurs in other
countries. The Clinton Global
Initiative was established
in 2005 by former US
president Bill Clinton.

reporting survey in the
country. Deloitte found
large variations between
companies in terms of their
reporting speeds. Kelly Allin,
Deloitte CIS audit energy
and resources sector leader,
said that Russian companies
are interested in learning
from elsewhere.

INSTABILITY A CONCERN

Deloitte is strengthening
its capacity to advise
clients on cyber security
with the appointment of a
former senior FBI special
agent as a director of the
firm’s security and privacy
practice in New York.
Mary E Galligan worked
on some of the FBI’s most
high-profile and complex
investigations, including
the 11 September attacks.
EY has also announced that
it is increasing its focus on
cyber security.

Political instability and tax
are the biggest concerns
for companies wanting
to do business in Africa,
according to a survey
conducted by PwC. The
Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Nigeria and Angola
are regarded as the most
difficult African countries
in which to do business.
Paul de Chalain, head of
tax for PwC Africa, said
that while international
companies want to be
involved with Africa, there
remain big challenges.
‘In particular, areas such
as obtaining certainty
around the application of
legislation and discussing
or negotiating with the
tax authorities remain
challenging,’ he said.

SPEED-UP REQUIRED

PROFITS ‘TO CONVERGE’

DELOITTE CYBER PUSH

Russian energy companies
should consider speeding
up their financial
reporting and paying more
attention to their resource
allocation, according to
Deloitte’s second financial

Profitability rates for Islamic
banks are likely to converge
with those in conventional
banks in the future, predicts
Standard & Poor’s. Islamic
banks in the Gulf region
grew by a compound rate

of 17.4% between 2009
and 2012, compared
with an 8.1% growth rate
among conventional banks.
Government support and
banks’ role in funding
infrastructure for the
2022 FIFA World Cup in
Qatar are cited as factors
supporting Islamic banking
growth. But Islamic banks
are disproportionately
affected by the low interest
rate environment and by
weak revenues in non-corebanking operations.

DIGITAL TAX POSSIBLE

France could adopt a digital
sales tax as part of moves
by its government to protect
traditional retailers. In a
first step, France has
banned free home deliveries
of books, regarded as a
hidden subsidy offered by
Amazon that undermines
bookshops and the retail
price control of books.
France is also considering
a report that proposes a
new definition of
‘permanent establishment’
that could extend sales
taxes to online transactions.
The French government is
keen for these principles to
be adopted across the
European Union, along
with a consolidated
corporate tax base for
digital companies. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist

How much do you think it would cost to employ Sam?
Sam is a professional audit assistant with a proven track record
and has worked for the best in the World.
Sam is happy to work on a monthly contract, working all hours, 7
days a week, no holidays, no sick, no problems. Including travelling
anywhere in the world at no expense to the company.
Sam will help you plan, manage and perform the audits, inform
and remind those involved. Then manage the resolution and
implementation of remedial actions.
On top of all that Sam will produce your audit reports, overdue
action, performance reports, every report you need.
Oh.. and Sam doesn’t want a pension fund or any bonuses. Sam
just wants to make your work load a lot lighter.

You may think it would cost
at least £4000 per month.

What if you could have Sam for £99 per month?

For more information visit

4audit.com
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FOCUS | INTERVIEW

VIRGIN SOIL UPTURNED
Every working day is different for Evgeny Buben FCCA, finance director of a Gazprom
subsidiary in Nigeria, where the Russian energy giant has to start pretty well from scratch

T

he way Russian energy giant Gazprom’s Nigeria
finance director Evgeny Buben FCCA describes
his work – matter of fact, understated – you’d be
forgiven for thinking he operates in an oasis of calm,
perhaps enjoying a post-retirement sinecure on the Black
Sea coast, relaxing in a dacha.
‘For finance people, there are cycles – annual budgets
and financial reports, and monthly cycles,’ he says dryly.
‘Every day there are also small routine duties, control
procedures and ad hoc tasks.’ Then, hinting at the real state
of affairs, he adds: ‘It’s hard to describe day-to-day duties
because every day is different.’
Running the finances of Gazprom Oil and Gas Nigeria
means that every working day is different. This might be

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

something of an understatement in a country rated 139th
of 176 countries in 2012 by Transparency International for
corruption (it scored just 27 out of 100 compared with the
90 of the cleanest rated nation, Denmark), which has in the
past cited the oil-rich Niger Delta for poor accountability
and a lack of transparency.

Virgin soil
In addition, Buben has his hands full helping Gazprom
spread its wings in what is, for the Russian oil and gas
giant, comparatively virgin territory.
In 2009, Gazprom Oil and Gas Nigeria and the Nigeria
National Oil Corporation created a joint venture called NiGaz
Energy Company. NiGaz drew up a list of priority projects,
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Advantages of ACCA
He praises the ACCA Qualification. First, he says it has
provided him with a solid foundation in accountancy to
deal with different tasks (International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) reporting, and so on).
Second, in particular his skills and memories from the
paper on taxation (he took the ‘UK stream’ in spite of living
in Russia at that time). He says this has been very useful
in Nigeria as the country has a similar taxation system to
that of the UK’s. Third, he says, is ‘keeping me updated
on recent developments in the accountancy field through
continuing professional development’. Finally, he says, it is
good to be a part of a network with a world-class reputation.
Buben has a lot on his plate. He has to handle finance
for three companies – the local Gazprom subsidiary and
the two joint ventures – delivering financial analysis, budget
planning and implementation while advising on strategy
and operations. He has to liaise with banks, tax offices,
auditors, finance and legal consultants. He has to manage
quarterly IFRS reporting and monthly internal management
reporting, and has responsibility for accounting practices
and maintaining the books. He has to ensure the companies
comply with local laws and regulations, corporate policies
and procedures. He also evaluates projects, develops financial
policies and procedures, and mentors finance department
staff, coordinating training and study programmes.
One local problem he has had to grapple with is litigation
with Nigeria’s Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS) that
has been dragging on for two years, with a case due to be
considered by Nigeria’s tax appeal tribunal.
Speaking to Accounting and Business, he says: ‘It is hard
to describe a standard day since the finance function is
cyclical in its nature. First, there is the budgeting cycle
– October and November are devoted to annual budget
preparation, then the forecast is adjusted on quarterly basis.

*

BASICS

including the organisation of uninterrupted gas to power
stations in the coastal state of Akwa Ibom and a gas energy
project in the north-eastern state of Gombe. Gazprom
Nigeria and Nigerian company Oando also tendered for the
491km Calabar-Ajaokuta gas pipeline. This is seen as the
first link in a trans-Saharan gas pipeline, with a capacity
of up to 15 billion cubic metres of natural gas per year;
its purpose is to transport the fuel from Nigeria’s gas-rich
south-east to the relatively energy-poor north.
Buben oversees finance procedures for Gazprom Oil and
Gas Nigeria (which also has representative offices in Niger
and Namibia) as well as NiGaz Energy and another joint
venture company (in partnership with Nigeria specialist
GeoQinetiq) Geodata Technical Services, which focuses on
geological surveys. Buben has to submit finance and other
audit reports to headquarters in both Amsterdam and
Moscow. He himself reports to the managing director and
to the Gazprom International CFO. As general manager for
finance of NiGaz Energy, he reports to its MD.

Gazprom is one of the world’s largest
energy companies, handling geological
exploration, production, transportation
and storage for oil and gas; processing
and selling oil, gas and oil/gas-based
liquid fuels; and providing heat and
electric power services.

*

The state-owned company holds the
world’s largest reserves of natural gas:
18% and 72% of global and Russian
reserves respectively. It sold 27.7
million tonnes of crude oil in 2012. In
the same year the company exported
203.2 billion cubic metres of natural
gas and sold 249.7 billion cubic metres
in Russia.

*

Gazprom operations in Nigeria are
carried out through Gazprom Oil and
Gas Nigeria, via two joint ventures.
NiGaz Energy Company is a joint
venture with the Nigeria National Oil
Corporation. The second is geological
data processor Geodata Technical
Services, which is a joint venture with
Nigerian company GeoQinetiq.

*

While Gazprom is new to Nigeria,
having been working in earnest only
since 2008, it has been developing
plans to build gas-fuelled power
stations and gas pipelines and to
undertake gas exploration and related
tasks. It has, for instance, tendered for
building the planned 491km CalabarAjaokuta gas pipeline, and developed
plans to supply gas to power stations in
Akwa Ibom state.

Second, the financial and management reporting cycle – the
beginning of each month is devoted to accounting closing of
the previous period.’
Buben stresses that the annual financials are audited
by local auditors (according to local standards) and
international auditors (according to IFRS). Information is
analysed against budgets each month. Routine tasks include
daily payment controls.
Despite its size in Russia, Gazprom is still relatively new
to international operations, he says, and it is early days in
Nigeria. ‘It’s still difficult to describe exactly what Gazprom
is looking to do here or that we’ve developed a strategy
since Gazprom restructured two years ago,’ he says.

»
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▌▌▌THE ACCA QUALIFICATION
PROVIDES A SOLID FOUNDATION
IN ACCOUNTANCY TO DEAL WITH
DIFFERENT TASKS

Local genius
Buben is happy with his staff of four, who are all Nigerian,
though he outsources some auditing work. In turn,
Gazprom’s local energy accounts are independently audited
by Deloitte and its tax division by PwC.
The Nigerian employees also prove essential in
overcoming language barriers because not all Gazprom
staff in the Moscow head office (pictured on page 12) speak
English, he says. ‘We had some additional problems – we
need to translate documents from English into Russian.’ But
thanks to some Soviet-era links – when Nigerians were sent
beyond the Iron Curtain to learn Russian – local Russian
speakers have been recruited using local newspapers
and websites or recommendations from the Big Four
accountancy firms.
Another factor that Gazprom must consider is the
safety of its field staff, though these are, for now, few in
number, says Buben. Since 2006, the Niger Delta has
been subject to incursions, kidnapping of oil workers and
lethal confrontations in connection with political disputes.
‘The capital, Abuja, is considered to be safe; you can move
around pretty freely,’ says Buben. ‘You can go sightseeing to
lovely waterfalls and the like. But there are areas in the field
where staff have to be confined to their camp. We don’t yet
have extensive field operations, but people do travel. They do
so with security forces and take additional measures.’
Despite all the hassles, however, Buben has no doubt that
he has made the right decision to be the steady hand on the
tiller in a tempestuous climate. ■
Mark Rowe, journalist
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However, Buben is clear enough about what has
triggered Gazprom’s moves into foreign fields. ‘Gazprom
has had some problems in Russia with selling gas into
Europe,’ he acknowledges. ‘That is declining, so it is looking
for other possibilities, such as liquefied natural gas facilities.’
Nigeria is the first permanent overseas posting for the
43-year-old Belarusian. He admits to being struck by the
contrast in business culture with Russia. Given that many
financial professionals view Russian corporate practices
as something of a Wild West frontier, it is striking to hear
Buben describe Nigeria as a sizeable leap beyond that
frontier. ‘It’s quite interesting,’ he says, laughing. ‘It’s quite
a different experience. It’s a different culture, a different
attitude to work. It’s fair to say that, as in Russia, there are
good accountants and finance procedures – and bad ones.’

Finance director, Gazprom
Oil and Gas Nigeria, planning,
directing and controlling finance
operations for Gazprom’s three legal
entities in Nigeria

2008-09

Financial controller, RC Group

2005-08

Finance director, Nicko Travel Group

2003-05

Finance director, Kuban Airlines

2001-03

Planning and budgeting manager, Lukoil
Overseas Holding

1999-2001

Financial director, Zarya Confectionary

1997-99

Financial analyst, RJ Reynolds Tobacco
Company

1996-97

Planning analyst, Pepsi International
Bottlers

1993

Audit assistant, Arthur Andersen
Buben holds an MSc in economics and
finance from the University of Illinois, and
an MSc in applied economics from the
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.gazprom.com
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
Fracking has revolutionised the US energy industry to the point where, for the first
time in a generation, the country can aspire to be free from a reliance on foreign oil
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A

merica’s oil explorers make for unlikely heroes.
The cut-throat business tactics and extravagant
lifestyles of many recent crude oil barons bring to
mind JR Ewing – the villainous oil boss in the TV
series Dallas. What’s more, as extractors of ecologically
damaging fossil fuels, oil bigwigs are held in particular
contempt by environmentalists.
Yet in recent years the captains of crude have produced
a remarkable range of benefits to the public. New drilling
techniques pioneered in the US have led to a surge in the
nation’s oil and gas output, although these new methods
are not without their environmental critics. The rewards
are not merely economic. For the first time in a generation
America can realistically aspire to liberate itself from
dependence on Middle Eastern oil. American oilmen
have even been claiming credit for lowering their nation’s
greenhouse gas emissions.
‘Of course, America’s energy explorers were looking for
personal enrichment,’ says Phil Weiss, an energy analyst at
Argus Research. ‘They have become public benefactors only
by accident.’
At the heart of this energy revolution has been a
combination of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling
– popularly known as fracking. This technology allows the
extraction of vast quantities of oil and gas trapped in rock
that were previously considered beyond reach. The result

has been a reverse in a multi-decade slump in output from
America’s ageing oil wells. By the time of the financial crisis
in 2008, US crude output had roughly halved since its peak
of 10 million barrels a day in 1970. Many saw no end in
sight to the declines. Yet in the past five years oil production
has rebounded unexpectedly by 40% to its highest level in
more than two decades.
A report by PwC, Shale oil: the next energy revolution, found
that the potential emergence of shale oil could influence the
dynamics of geopolitics as it increases energy independence
for many countries and reduces the influence of OPEC.
Fracking has also unleashed giant supplies of natural
gas. Output of this versatile fuel, which can be used to
generate electricity, power trucks and produce plastics, has
soared by 33% since 2005. Again, most energy experts had
previously believed that America was running out of its own
gas and would soon be reliant on imports.
The most obvious beneficiary of this fossil renaissance
has been the American economy. ‘Think of the main
problems that have been facing the US economy – weak
economic demand, a huge trade deficit and weak tax
revenues,’ says John Larson, a vice president of consultancy
IHS. ‘The energy resurgence has been a huge help in easing
all of these weaknesses.’
For a start, an abundance of natural gas has meant
cheaper electricity. This saved consumers around US$107bn

▲ ARTISTS AGAINST FRACKING

Musician Sean Lennon pictured at a gas drilling
site in Pennsylvania as part of a campaign to draw
attention to the environmental dangers of fracking
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▲ STRIKING IT RICH

Between 2012 and 2035, fracking is forecast to generate
US$2.5 trillion in tax revenues and slash the US trade deficit

▌▌▌‘WE ARE SEEING A SORT OF INDUSTRIAL
REVIVAL IN THE US, BASED ON CHEAP ENERGY.
IT HAS LED TO MASSIVE JOB CREATION’
in 2012 alone on utility bills or US$926 per household,
according to IHS. ‘This is equivalent to a pretty powerful
fiscal stimulus in its own right,’ says Larson. ‘It is like
shovelling money into consumers’ pockets.’
Even this understates the economic benefit. A surge in
drilling activity has generated about 1.7 million jobs and
could create another 1.3 million by the end of the decade.
Added to the jobs created directly, cheap natural gas, a key
component in many plastics and chemicals, has convinced
the likes of Dow Chemicals to build new petrochemical
plants in the US.
‘We are seeing a sort of industrial revival in the US,
based on cheap energy,’ says Frank Verrastro, director of
energy research at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies in Washington. ‘That kind of massive job creation
is far greater than most government infrastructure projects
would achieve.’

The oil and gas boom has also been
a huge blessing for America’s public
finances. On a cumulative basis IHS
believes that fracking will generate
US$2.5 trillion in tax revenues between
2012 and 2035 for federal, state and
local governments in the US. That is
equivalent to about half total government revenue in 2012.
And there has been another bonus for America too. A
large share of the bloated US trade deficit – often as much
as half – has come from the nation’s need for imported oil.
Since 2008 America’s net foreign purchases of crude have
plunged by about five million barrels a day. With oil trading
at around US$100 a barrel, that amounts to a saving of
about US$185bn a year.
Citi believes this could be just the start. The bank
estimates that booming oil and natural gas output will
cut the US trade deficit by as much as 80% in the coming
decade. ‘It’s not just the lower oil imports themselves,’
explains Edward Morse, head of global commodities
research at Citi. ‘Bargain-price energy gives America a
competitive edge as an exporter of other goods too.’
More precious still, for politicians at least, are the
potential foreign policy rewards of being the world’s shale

»
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pioneer. Every US president since
Richard Nixon back in the 1970s
has pledged to control the country’s
addiction to foreign oil. Yet by 2005
America relied on imports for
60% of the crude that its citizens
were consuming.
‘This was a diplomatic as well
as an economic liability,’ says Tom
Biracree, a senior vice president
at IHS. ‘This reliance shaped
US foreign policy and gave huge
▲ WATER TO BURN
leverage to oil producing states.’
Critics claim methane
The oil embargo of 1973, in which
released by fracking can
the Organization of Petroleum
contaminate ground water
Exporting Countries reduced the
flow of oil, caused its price to
quadruple and forced America
to ration petroleum. Ever since
presidents have dreaded a repeat of
The ecology of shale is not simple.
emissions. He had a point. Natural
this fiasco.
Gas has not only taken market share
gas produces about half the CO2
Shale promises to significantly
from dirty coal, it may also have
emissions as coal when burnt to
reduce such threats. The US is on
slowed the development of solar
produce electricity.
track to overtake Saudi Arabia and
and wind energy. Critics claim that
The vast resources of cheap gas
Russia as the world’s largest oil
fracking could contaminate drinking
brought into play by fracking has led
producer by 2017, according to
water supplies; also, if gas leaks from
to a sharp dip in America’s use of
the International Energy Agency.
wells before being burnt, it escapes
coal. This has contributed towards
In fact a Wall Street Journal analysis
into the atmosphere as methane
a 13% fall in US carbon emissions
in October shows the US on track
– a more powerful agent of global
since 2007, according to a survey by
to surpass Russia this year in the
warming than CO2. Cheaper oil may
IHS. US emissions have now fallen to
combined production of oil and
also encourage more use of oil.
their lowest level since 1995.
gas. Canada is also experiencing
At a conference in Houston,
Meanwhile, Europe is pumping out
a boom in production from its oil
Texas, in March 2013, Ryan Lance,
ever more CO2 – despite a carbon
sands. North America could be selfchief executive of oil company
trading scheme to curb output of
sufficient in terms of net trade as
ConocoPhillips, said the US oil
the greenhouse gas. Last year alone
soon as 2020, Citi now predicts.
industry should trumpet its role
Germany’s emissions rose 1.6% as it
That should end up giving the US
in reducing the nation’s carbon
shifted from nuclear towards coal.
more diplomatic flexibility. OPEC
– which is dominated by Middle
Eastern states – controls about 80% of the world’s crude.
technologies that are now giving a powerful boost to the US
‘The growth in oil and gas output has been coming from
economy and its global clout.
democracies – the US, Canada and Australia,’ says Charles
Of course, fracking has downsides too. In potentially
Ebinger, director of energy research at the Brookings
bringing vast new reserves of gas and oil on stream,
Institution in Washington. ‘That is a threat to the influence
fracking has made life harder for investors in cleaner solar
of these oil states.’
and wind energy. And that may one day prove to be a major
The impact of this trend may deepen if the new drilling
ecological setback. ■
techniques spread globally. US energy companies have been
seeking to extract shale gas in parts of Europe, including
Christopher Alkan, journalist based in New York
Germany. Royal Dutch Shell, meanwhile, recently signed a
contract with the Ukrainian government to exploit its gas
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
reserves. Similarly, other nations are thought to be sitting on
impressive reserves of shale oil, including Argentina.
Read PwC’s Shale oil: the next energy revolution at
In 2008 Wall Street bankers were being vilified for
http://tinyurl.com/PwCshale
shaking the foundations of American capitalism. This was
at the very point when US oil entrepreneurs were perfecting
Watch the video at http://tinyurl.com/PwCshalevid

GREENER FOSSIL FUELS?
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Fatal flaw in the boardroom
The absence of digital understanding among senior directors leaves big companies
dangerously exposed in their battle for markets and share, says Peter Williams
We all know we have the privilege
of living through a societal shift as
profound as the Industrial Revolution.
Pick your favourite analogy – railways,
internal combustion engine, electricity
transmission – the digital-driven
transformation is as hugely significant
as any of them.
For directors of large companies
– who mostly entered the workforce
before the PC did – this is hard stuff to
get their head around. At the moment
there is a complete absence of any hint
of digital nous among senior directors.
A report by head-hunter Korn/Ferry
estimates that among the FTSE 100
only 1.7% of non-executive directors
(NEDs) would qualify as digital – that
is, have spent the bulk of their careers
either in companies where the internet
is central to the business model, or in
strategic roles focused on leveraging
the internet. Even if you think the
figure is an underestimate, it suggests
that the biggest companies are
dangerously exposed to a fundamental
shift in business models that is
empowering new competitors, creating
new risks and opportunities.
Digital has altered so much in
our lives: how we consume news
and media; how we buy groceries,
holidays and presents; and how we
communicate with the world. That
alteration has to be reflected in the
strategic discussion around the board
table. While retailers are reacting,
some sectors are slow out of the
blocks: insurance, for instance, doesn’t
appear to be super-innovative away
from home and car.
The slow reaction is partly because
of a shortage of digitally savvy NEDs.
But boards – and those who help
them to recruit – have to look beyond
the traditional self-limiting and cosy
networks to recruit the right talent.
It is also a question of who is being
chosen: finance, legal, HR, marketing
experts are, according to Korn/Ferry,
getting to the boardroom ahead of
the digital champion. If a company’s
senior management can’t start to focus

the board on the seriousness of digital
as a disruptive model, then it is a fair
bet that the company is struggling with
digital altogether.
This is about more than directors
creating their own personal Twitter
account. What does matter is that
they allow the rest of the company
to respond in the most appropriate
way. Companies must stop hiving
off responsibility for digital strategy
and infrastructure down the chain of
command in the mistaken belief that
it’s something for the IT department
to sort out. If that happens then the
company will move at the pace of the IT
department, which is usually struggling
to keep the day-to-day stuff going and
lacks both knowledge and resource to
support the new torrent of initiatives
that frustrated staff know is required.
Digital is reshaping how companies
should look at issues such as
collaboration and competitiveness.

The recent announcement of a tie-up
between Argos and eBay – where
shoppers can collect certain eBay
purchases from Argos stores – is one
illustration of how digital continues to
alter retail and the high street.
Because the pace of change is
so great, boards need experts who
are immersed in this. One of the
great dangers for companies is to go
out and hire a ‘digital director’ and
then imagine the job is done. It’s
no use relying on knowledge that is
less than current. This goes beyond
understanding IT in the old sense –
digital is a multifaceted issue. You
could be an expert on the human
behavioural aspects of, say, the use
of mobile technology without having
a clue about the server capacity that
your business needs.
For business, the rapidly dawning
digital age spans a wide spectrum:
e-commerce, mobile technology,
security, social media and the smart
use of big data. As one commentator
said: if you can find an individual who
understands all that lot, don’t offer
them a non-exec role, make them chief
executive instead. ■
Peter Williams is an accountant and
journalist
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The long and winding road
US progress to date on convergence on a single set of global accounting standards has
been slow and stuttering. Ramona Dzinkowski reads the runes between the lines
The question of if, when and how the
US might adopt International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) has been
the subject of ongoing speculation.
With the final joint projects of the
Financial Accounting Standards Board
and the International Accounting
Standards Board coming to a close, we
again have to wonder: will the US ever
get on board with IFRS?
In July 2012, the much anticipated
final report of the US financial
regulator the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) on the adoption of
IFRS in the US provided few clues to
this mystery. Fifteen months later, and
with the convergence alliance of the
two standard-setters coming to an
end, the SEC remains officially silent
on the subject.
A recent speech by Paul Beswick,
chief accountant at the SEC,
underscores the fact that the SEC is
being very careful not to let any cats
out of the bag with respect to possible
IFRS adoption.
Noting that the US has a vested
interest in IFRS, he stressed that
his remarks ‘are not intended
to forecast what the Office
of the Chief Accountant
might recommend to the
commission or what the
commission might be thinking
in terms of next steps for
IFRS for domestic issuers’.
Despite this disclaimer,
there is a hint that IFRS may
not be on the SEC agenda
any time soon. Beswick went
on to say: ‘The consideration
of IFRS for domestic issuers
is a complex issue. There are
also several recent and future
anticipated changes at the
commission level.’
And this is where reading
between the lines tells the story.
Beswick’s first remark echoes
the conclusion of the July 2012
final report that claims: ‘Additional
analysis and consideration of this
threshold policy question [whether
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IFRS is in the best interests of the
US] is necessary before any decision
by the commission concerning the
incorporation of IFRS into the financial
reporting system for US issuers can
occur.’ Since that time no additional
analysis has been forthcoming – or at
least none that is in the public domain
– and although the SEC participates as
a contributor to several IFRS working
groups, the work-plan appears to have
ground to a halt.
Second, the ‘recent and future

anticipated changes’ may well reflect
the appointment of Mary Jo White
as chairman of the SEC on 10 April.
Observers suggest that given her
background as a state prosecutor
focusing on complex securities and
financial institutions fraud, she is more
likely to hone in on the enforcement of
securities law rather than the adoption
of a new accounting standard.
Finally, we have the view from
someone who has had the inside track
into IFRS/US GAAP convergence since
the beginning and who suggests that
the end of convergence now could
mean a widening divide later.
Bob Herz, the American behind the
IASB/FASB convergence programme
and former FASB chairman during
the Sir David Tweedie era at the IASB,
wrote in a recent article for Compliance
Week: ‘The end of formal joint projects
with IASB may also lessen pressure
from certain quarters for FASB to
arrive at converged solutions with
IASB. No doubt many in the US would
welcome such an outcome, believing
that FASB should focus on improving
US GAAP without any commitment
or pressure to continue to pursue
convergence between our
accounting standards and IFRS.
‘Others favouring continued
convergence and movement
toward a single set of global
standards, however, may
be concerned that, in the
absence of a systematic
programme to achieve these
goals, divergence between US
GAAP and IFRS is likely to grow
over time.’
In other words, the path towards
convergence between IFRS and US
GAAP will continue to be a long and
winding road.
As for the outright adoption
of IFRS by the US any time soon –
well, that’s not such a mystery
any more. ■
Ramona Dzinkowski is an economist
and business journalist
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The cost of the Westgate attack
Shopping malls in Nairobi will feel the economic pinch following the events at the premier
Westgate Mall, and face a tough task to convince shoppers to return, says Alnoor Amlani
Nairobi has been in the international
news because of the terrorist attack on
Westgate Mall. It was not the first in
the Kenyan capital: in 1998 the twin US
embassy bombings included Nairobi,
and many years ago the Norfolk hotel
survived a bombing attack. Yet previous
attacks did not attract such sustained
media interest, perhaps because they
were quickly executed.
This attack, Kenya’s most prolonged,
lasted several days, during which
confusion abounded and many innocent
lives hung in the balance. Indeed they
still do because, according to the Red
Cross, it is not clear, even weeks later,
how many people are still missing.
The mall lies smouldering in ruins
and the government is conducting
an enquiry into the handling of the
situation. Shopkeepers are slowly being
allowed back to assess the damage
to their outlets, but it is clear that the
structural damage to the building
means it will have to be torn down
before anything else can be built,
and it remains unclear whether or
not this mall will ever reopen.
Westgate was hugely popular
with the Kenyan middle and
upper classes, and on the
weekends many
events were held
there for children.
Its coffee shops were
also meeting places:
often families went
together, splitting up
to do different things
and regrouping later.
Westgate was the
premier outlet for many of Kenya’s
most popular brands. It housed
branches of the most popular
supermarket, the leading mobile
phone operators’ outlets, coffee
shops, two major banks, several
cinema halls, three clothing
shops and two electronic stores
among others. It also featured
many small vendor kiosks selling
locally made jewellery, furniture
and other items. On Tuesdays the

Nairobi Masai Market would operate
from the upper-level parking area.
All of these businesses sustained
losses in the attack. Many lost staff who
died or were badly injured, and many
sustained damage to their outlets and
now face losses due to the closure of
their operations. Many were not insured
against terrorism and hence may not be
able to recover any of their losses. The
mall itself was insured via Lloyd’s for
Ksh 6.6bn (UK £46m) in a policy that
did cover acts of terrorism.

Before the attack, the International
Finance Corporation was negotiating
to inject £40m into the development
of £150m Garden City Mall, and South
Africa’s Stanlib had stated that it would
invest £40m in two new shopping malls
in Kenya. Each mall costs £15m to
£20m, and in 2012 retail space was let
out at a monthly rent of £22 to £13 per
square metre, much higher than prime
office space, at between £10 and £5.

Consumers shun malls
Operators with multiple outlets in
several malls must now also cope with
sharply falling visitor numbers to the
city’s malls. At the Yaya Center, Junction
Mall, Village Market and Galleria Mall,
the traditional long vehicle queues are
gone and parking spaces are readily
available. This is no surprise, since no
one wants to risk their life just to go
shopping. On the other side of the coin,
small shopping centres, supermarkets,
kiosks and cafés not located in malls
are all getting more business.
Meanwhile army personnel are
patrolling the major malls and
extra private security measures
are being taken by mall and
outlet owners in the hope that
shoppers will return for the
Christmas season.
Malls are a
relatively new
phenomenon in
Kenya. The 1980s
Sarit Centre was the
first. Now there are
more than a dozen
malls in Nairobi, with more
under construction. With the threat
of more attacks hanging in the air,
these malls will struggle to attract the
footfall they need to be economically
successful unless they can adequately
secure their premises and convince
shoppers to return soon. ■
Alnoor Amlani FCCA is an independent
financial management consultant in
East Africa who writes regularly on
social and business issues
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Looking into the future
Delegates at the forthcoming International Assembly in London will help ACCA
formulate its plans for the future, says ACCA president Martin Turner
One of the most important and influential meetings in ACCA’s
calendar will take place later this month.
Delegates from around the world will be arriving in
London for ACCA’s International Assembly (IA) at the
end of November.
They will be spending two days looking at future
trends affecting not only ACCA but the whole
accountancy profession; discussing ACCA’s draft
strategy to 2020; hearing about ACCA’s growth
ambition; the future of qualification design
and delivery; and looking at the value
of membership.
The IA delegates will use the findings of
ACCA’s research and insights projects on issues
such as the potential impact of technological
trends on what many see as the classic
finance career to debate and discuss what the
organisation needs to do to ensure it continues
to produce finance professionals with the
complete range of skills demanded by employers.
They will also take part in a joint session
with ACCA’s Council in which as part of a debate
on financial leadership and performance they will
look at the role of the CFO, how to sustain business
performance, creating an effective corporate culture
and managing risk, along with future proofing finance
leadership and building the requisite capabilities.
The discussions will have significance for all members
since they will help Council and the executive team to develop
ACCA’s plans for the future. IA delegates will also report to
Council on the key elements and outcomes of their discussions.
Whereas Council represents all members, the 80 International
Assembly delegates have geographical constituencies and raise
issues and comments of particular interest to members from
their regions.
This enables me and my fellow officers to
hear the views of member advisory committees
from around the world; to respond to
markets specific issues which they
raise and to incorporate members’
views in planning and strategy
and to outline ACCA’s policies
and priorities. So I urge you
to ensure that you make your
views known to members’
advisory committees or to IA
delegates to enable us to be
aware of the issues that
really matter to you. ■
Martin Turner FCCA is a
management consultant
in the UK health sector
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The view from

‘

COMPANIES HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO BE
MORE DEMANDING’ JOHN FALLON FCCA,
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, AUDIT AND ASSURANCE,
GRANT THORNTON, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
The global financial
crisis has fuelled fierce
professional services
competition. Companies
large and small have no
choice but to be more
demanding, to retain
a competitive edge
themselves. Consequently,
there’s a greater emphasis
on providing added-value
services, inhabiting the
client’s world and acting instinctively
and proactively as business partners.
Audit teaches you so much. As an
internal audit specialist, I suppose I
would say that! But audit exposes you
to such a variety of experiences that
you develop really strong skillsets,
adapting and integrating the best
of what you observe from what
might at first appear to be disparate
industry-specific challenges, business
practices, workplace cultures and
management styles. You get an
excellent grounding in what makes
a good finance function – and what
makes a bad one.
A year volunteering in Africa changed
my life forever. When I asked for 12
months off to apply my business
knowledge as a volunteer in Zambia, the
partners at Grant Thornton agreed. It’s
one of the best things I’ve ever done,
working for EduSport, a local NGO that
uses sport to educate young people in
areas such as AIDS prevention, gender
equality, nutrition and family planning,
areas we all take for granted. My focus
was to develop financial, governance
and risk management skills but I found
it just as rewarding and motivating a
learning experience for myself too. I
spent a month in Rwanda and even ran
the Kigali marathon, training amidst
incredible scenery and amongst the

friendliest people. You have
to immerse yourself in
local life to get the most
out of it. If it’s something
you’ve always wondered
about, don’t wait any
longer. Do it!
Mentors make a key
difference to developing
talent. It’s not enough
for employers to reward
their top people with salary increases
and promotions; effective mentoring
programmes should both support and
challenge talent. I sit on the board
of the Irish Australian Chamber of
Commerce, where we connect aspiring
business leaders with established
senior professionals – there’s a huge
hunger for mentors, not just among
young people but also at midmanagement level. It’s never too late
to gain exposure to new ideas or be
encouraged to identify and learn from
good examples of goal-setting.
I wish I’d started building my
networks earlier. Networking gets
more important as you get older, not
just from the perspective of business
development (if you’re a fee-earner)
but also to widen the pool of people
who might be able to provide advice
or point you in the right direction.
Lasting business is built on strong
relationships, especially in tough
economic times.
I’m not hardwired for a desk job. I
was raised on a farm in the west of
Ireland, and love the fresh air, whether
work, rest or play. I’m a member
of Melbourne Triathlon Club; doing
something physical – running, cycling
or swimming – is the best way for me
to restore energy, get my blood flowing.
and awaken my body. ■

SNAPSHOT:
FORENSIC
The intriguing world of
forensic accounting is one
of the areas that can make
accountancy easy to sell as a
glamorous career choice.
The day-to-day work
involves fraud investigations,
damages assessments and
valuations of businesses. The
role is very varied. It could
involve spending a week as
an expert witness in divorce
proceedings involving millions
of pounds of marital assets
before spending the next week
tracking terrorist funds across
the globe.
Neville Sweidan, who
heads up the forensic services
team at Grant Thornton in
Johannesburg, South Africa,
says: ‘The challenge facing
the forensic accountant is that
investigating fraud can be
extremely complex – witness
Enron, WorldCom and Bernie
Madoff or even a search for
hidden assets in a divorce.
‘In South Africa in recent
years, fraud has been rife in
government departments. The
authorities are dedicated to
the eradication of fraud and
mismanagement in the public
sector and this has caused an
explosion in the work available
to the forensic accountant.’

77%

According to the 2012/2013
Kroll Global Fraud Survey,
Africa retains its position as
the region with the largest
fraud problem, with 77% of
companies affected.
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Risk reporting worth reading?
Does risk reporting in Pakistan deliver value to investors or is it primarily driven by
compliance? Syed Faraz Anwer provides answers and proposes some solutions
Risk reporting is relatively new in
the context of Pakistan and not many
industries are actively pursuing it.
So says Syed Faraz Anwer, partner
for risk advisory and business
improvement services with AF
Ferguson, the PwC network member
firm in Pakistan.
As the firm’s focal point for
risk advisory, Anwer has led the
development of standardised
methodologies and service delivery
standards. He says that in Pakistan
the banking industry has been in the
vanguard of developments, driven on
by the regulators: ‘In the last eight
or nine years there have been a lot of
regulatory drives, a lot of handholding,
and a lot of capacity building
initiatives taken by the State Bank of
Pakistan.’

Risk infrastructure
These developments have not just
been in risk reporting but also
in the underlying aspects of
risk governance: structure and
systems as well as the tools and
models that go into risk reporting.
One trend over the past two years
has been a focus on enterprise risk
management as well as individual
risks. This is also in response to
the financial crisis, although as
Anwer points out, banks in Pakistan
remained largely unscathed by
the crisis because of the lack of
diversification in financial products.
‘We didn’t take a direct hit,
but there have been many indirect
learnings,’ he says. ‘Banks and
regulators have been mindful of
the financial crisis and what could
go wrong in Pakistan as well. So all
these elements of capital planning
and capital management have been
in force, as well as aspects such as
portfolio management and exposure
reviews, etc.’

► SYED FARAZ ANWER

‘In Pakistan, banks are the
frontrunners in risk reporting’
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This has made the banks the
frontrunners in risk reporting in
the country. They have to address a
number of different stakeholders – not

information that may not make any
sense.’
Anwer points out that while
institutional investors attach a great

▌▌▌‘THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IS DETAILED
YET VAGUE, MAKING IT DIFFICULT FOR AUDIENCES
TO DERIVE ANY MEANINGFUL CONCLUSIONS’
just investors via annual reporting
and internal reporting to boards and
annual committees, but also the
regulators and the ratings agencies.

Too much information
‘The problem is that the information
provided is detailed yet vague, making
it difficult for audiences to derive any
meaningful conclusions,’
says Anwer. ‘Without
an expert pointing
out which are the
important bits
and which do
not carry much
significance,
you get a lot of

deal of importance to risk disclosures,
smaller investors – who make up the
majority of the investor population –
are not as aware of the benefits of a
risk report.
‘This makes it very difficult for
organisations to decide how much
information to disclose and how to
disclose it,’ he explains. ‘They also
have concerns about how investors will
perceive this information. Sometimes
they feel that if there is more risk
information, then there is a perception
that there is more risk.’

Generic commentary
This has led to reports containing
little more than extensive generic
commentary on risk, which generally
covers those aspects already known to
sophisticated investors.
Anwer believes that information
should be put more simply and
its potential impact on investors
assessed before it is shared.
‘Information should not just
be there for information’s sake,
it should only be shared when
it makes sense to share it with
others and you understand what
value it would lead to,’ he says.
‘There has to be proper time
spent by the board, by senior
management and all the key
stakeholders, on what should
be reported and what the
value is of reporting it.’
He believes the regulators
should also play a role in
guiding and following up on
the process of risk reporting.
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market can force the disclosure quality
improvement on its own,’ he says.
Similarly, if organisations want
to attract foreign investment they
will need to tailor the information
accordingly.
He adds that sophisticated
investors are well aware that it is not
always in the interest of organisations
or indeed themselves to provide
certain information.
‘Some information will be very
sensitive and in that case they would
expect the organisation to provide
information about how they manage
risk in general,’ he says.
That covers the number of
times that its model is internally
evaluated and validated, the
kind of structures that it has in
place internally, the role of the audit
committee and the role of the risk
management committee.

Defining risk appetite

Make it specific
To be relevant to investors, risk
reports need to be practical and
institution-specific, which requires a
high level of board sponsorship.
‘I think the importance attached
to risk reporting should be far higher
than it is currrently,’ Anwer says.
‘It’s simply a question of priorities for
the boards.’
External auditors can add value
here by helping boards identify what
information can be shared that will
actually raise awareness rather than
simply listing what resources and
systems the bank uses to manage

risks. The external auditors also
need to build their own capacity and
move beyond a tickbox approach of
simply recording what has or hasn’t
been reported.
Report benchmarking is also
important to allow investors to be
able to compare organisations and to
raise organisations’ own awareness
of potentially valuable information on
which they could be reporting.
However, Anwer believes that
while what is reported on could be
standardised, how it is reported
should be left to the discretion of
local communities. ‘That way the

Similarly, when it comes to disclosing
the overall appetite for risk, there
are aspects of, for example, capital
management strategies which no
organisation would wish to disclose.
Anwer says: ‘If this is not
shareable, then at least you can
share the information about how you
calculate your risk appetite. There are
varying bases: it might be return on
capital, earnings or assets, portfolio
concentration, or exit and entry
strategies. Sharing how you define
your risk appetite can provide a lot of
comfort to shareholders.’
Again, a specific, practical and
relevant risk response is of more value
to an investor than a generic response.
‘If you write that you have all the
required methodologies and principles
and accepted best practices, the
investor will not be able to relate to
that,’ he says. ‘But if you say, “for
capital calculations I have this risk
engine and for market management I
have that risk engine and for the data
requirements I have this type of data
warehouse,” then this information is
not confidential – your competitors will
know it – but it will let investors know
you are investing in technology and are
forward-looking.’
Anwer continues: ‘Managers
don’t always know what strategic
risk reporting is about: they are not
comfortable with their own risk

»
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‘Risk reporting frequency should
be expanded in some form or other,’
he says. ‘There should be more
institutional reporting and more
structured and elaborate reporting to
the regulators. The ratings agencies
are also a problem because they
only come on board once a year
and sometimes there might be little
information on what is happening to
the organisation during the course of
the year.’
Online and automated reporting
will help provide information tailored
to each stakeholder’s needs, an issue
that Anwer believes regulators should
address: ‘There is a need for the
regulator to review what banks
share with investors because there
really is too much for a general
investor to digest. If the regulator
wants to have more information it
should create templates. You can’t
have one standardised tool or that
whole batch of risk reports is going to
be hundreds of pages long.’

Confusion

assessment procedures, their own risk
criteria, their own ways of managing
risk. If someone comes up with a
tough question at an AGM, what would
they tell them? They rely on generic
statements to make sure no specific
questions are asked – you don’t want
anyone to question the details of what
you do because you may not be able to
satisfy them.’

Sharing promotes confidence
An organisation should be aware that
its investors are often not so well
informed as its business competitors

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

because they don’t have the same
resources and information sources.
‘If your competitors already know
something, then it’s probably a good
idea to share it with your investors
and give them more comfort about the
way you will be doing business in the
future,’ Anwer says. ‘Even if it’s not
known by competitors it can still be a
good idea to share.’
Anwer believes that while real-time
risk reporting is some way away, there
is a case for increasing the frequency
of risk reports and making them
available in different ways.

By potentially confusing buyers in
this way risk reporting could itself be
creating more risk, says Anwer.
He believes that risk reporting
should be taken out of the financial
statement, which is a backwardlooking reflection of the accounting
numbers rather than an analytic
exercise.
‘The risk report should be a
separate report or as a last resort only
included in the annual report,’ he says.
‘This would focus attention more on
the value of what is actually included
in the risk report.
‘Does the risk report include
information about the in-use testing of
risk models or methodologies? Does it
talk about risk linked to your business?
Does it talk about value creation,
about research? It should do.
‘If you use risk numbers in your
performance evaluation, for example,
this is going to be a big comfort for
the investors.’ ■
Mick James, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.affco.com.pk
www.accaglobal.com/risk
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The view from

‘

AS A CFO, BEING A VOICE OF REASON
DOESN’T MEAN BEING ULTRA-CAUTIOUS’
SEYI OLANREWAJU ACCA, CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER, INTERNET SOLUTIONS LIMITED, LAGOS
As CFOs, our strategic
input has never been so
important. For me, the
model CFO in today’s
business world is dynamic
and commercial but also
deeply analytical and
objective. It’s that unique
combination that we’re
required to bring to the
table. No major project or
plan should pass over your
desk without being assessed from every
angle and with all possible ultimate
outcomes in mind, good or bad, no
matter how enthusiastic the proponent.
Your job is to ensure that in the end, no
one is going to turn round and regret
a decision. Of course, you might also
judge it right to make the case for going
down a path that has started to look like
an extraordinary risk to the business
– but which your own judgment and
instincts and motivation compel you to
drive through. As a CFO, being a voice
of reason doesn’t mean being ultracautious.
Effective, scalable information and
communications technology (ICT)
is crucial for Africa’s economic
development and prosperity. The
sheer magnitude of our geography
and population makes the internet
and mobile telecoms an even more
vital tool, especially when you consider
what we have at stake. There are more
African entrepreneurs starting up,
and more established companies now
flourishing, and foreign players in the
internet and telecoms market are keen
to participate. Finance professionals
are at the heart of giving confidence
and securing investment. In Nigeria
and across the continent, you can see
many more instances of collaboration
in our industry, with joint ventures
that benefit from local insights and

contacts, and from foreign
investment and expertise.
But those partnerships rely
on sound historic financial
information and robust
forecasts to get off the
ground.
Nigeria’s growing
economic power makes
it an exciting place
to live and work. The
government’s reform agenda, the rise
of our financial services sector and of
course natural resources are proving
attractive to outside investors, and
position us well in the West Africa
region. Alongside that, though, is
growing consumer wealth – ACCA
members elsewhere in the world might
be surprised to learn that sectors such
as electronics, FMCG, luxury goods,
clothing and pharmaceuticals are
definitely on the up here. When a major
brand like Apple or Toyota launches a
new model in Lagos, it’s big news.
Inspiring young people brings
amazing rewards. I’ve been lecturing
ACCA students for more than 10 years
now. It’s in my blood – it’s my way of
contributing to the development of a
strong accounting profession in my
country. I create time consciously to do
it. The enjoyment changes – but one of
my greatest motivations for doing this
is that my students appreciate me a lot.
You enter, say, the bank, and someone
comes up to you and says you taught
me before, you lectured me. What more
could you ask for as a professional?
You get recognised and they’re so
grateful – yet it’s me who is grateful for
seeing their careers take off. ■
Interested in appearing on this page? If
so, please contact Lesley Bolton
lesley.bolton@accaglobal.com

SNAPSHOT:
RETAIL
Retailers were hit hard by the
global financial crisis, but
things are starting to look up.
Nick Louca, vice president
of commerce at Robert
Walters in New York, says:
‘The retail sector in the US
generally mirrors consumer
confidence and consumers
are cautiously optimistic
post-recession.’
Accounting and finance
roles within retail tend to
focus heavily on financial
planning/analysis and audit
with a particular need for
financial analysts from entry
to director level, controllers,
accounting managers, internal
auditors and CFOs.
‘Hiring confidence in the
US has almost returned to
previous levels,’ Louca says.
‘After typical decreases in
hiring in the first quarter,
the US saw a 30% rise in the
number of online job ads for
positions in retail during Q2.’
He adds that bonuses are
typically based on a mix of
individual performance and
company revenue. ‘Moving
to a larger retailer typically
increases bonus potential for
most finance professionals.’

$4.271 trillion

According to Deloitte’s Global
Powers of Retailing 2013
report, global sales-weighted,
currency-adjusted retail
revenue for the world’s top
250 retailers in 2011/12 was
US$4.271 trillion.
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Standard bearer
As CEO of Standard Bank Africa, Chris Newson explains how the bank is well poised
to take full advantage of the economic growth the continent has been enjoying

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

2011

Appointed CEO of Standard Bank Africa.

2008

CV

CEO of Stanbic IBTC Bank in Nigeria.

2006

Deputy CEO of Standard Bank Africa.

2002

Responsible for corporate banking, global transactional banking,
customer relationship management and the corporate and
investment banking division’s operations outside of South Africa.

2000

Appointed head of corporate banking and also assumed control
of the electronic banking division.

1998

Joint head of the Standard Corporate Merchant Bank’s corporate
banking division in Johannesburg.

1993

Joined the bank in the corporate finance division, then moved to
Durban to establish an office for the Standard Merchant Bank.

*
*

People should never expect things are going to land
on their plate. Good old hard work gets one a long way.

Think about building your own brand. Figure out who
you are, what you are about, what you stand for.

TIPS

‘On Monday he’s in Namibia,’ says
Standard Bank Africa CEO Chris
Newson’s assistant, when trying to
find space in his air-tight diary for an
interview. ‘Then he is in Johannesburg
for back-to-back meetings, then to
Zimbabwe for another meeting, then
Zambia, Tanzania...’.
For Newson, who was appointed two
years ago to head the Africa business
of Standard Bank, which operates in
17 countries across the continent, this
is a fairly typical week.
‘It’s pleasant,’ he jokes on the
phone from his London office when we
eventually speak, when asked what it’s
like to be on the ground for a while.
But hard work – one of his guiding
principles – appears to be paying off
for Newson and the bank he leads.
Standard Bank was recently named the
world’s best emerging markets bank in
four African countries by Global Finance
magazine. In Nigeria, third-quarter pretax profits rose by US$27.4m. In Kenya,
first-quarter profits were up by 78.1%.
‘I guess realistically, given that
we are in 17 countries, it’s often a
portfolio effect. So it doesn’t mean that
every country is necessarily performing
to the same extent,’ says the South
African accountant.
As the largest bank on the continent
by assets and earnings, Standard Bank
– or Stanbic Bank as it trades as in 11
of the countries in which it operates
outside South Africa – is well poised to
take advantage of the economic growth
Africa has recently been enjoying.
‘Africa as a continent, and
particularly sub-Saharan Africa, is in a
growth phase and there is an increasing
amount of interest from an investment
point of view looking to participate in
that growth,’ Newson says.
‘So it is a good news story. We are
fortunate enough to have a network
and a franchise that gives us a
significant foothold and footprint. We
are in all the countries that have the
largest economies in sub-Saharan
Africa, so were able to participate in
some of that growth. Long may it last!’

*
*
*

You can learn something from anyone and from every
situation. Having an inquisitive mind is really important.
Find a mentor. Don’t be scared to identify people in your
private life or work with whom you can build a relationship.
Row the boat out every so often. Sometimes you’ve got to
take some risks and be seen to be able and willing to do
that. And hopefully it works out well!

It’s not all good news for Standard
Bank’s Africa operations though. High
inflation and interest rates in Uganda
and Kenya have led to a marked
increase in non-performing loans, and
potential political problems loom in

Zimbabwe where foreign banks have
been accused of not supporting local
industry. But growth has been a good
news story and Newson says it is vital
to the future success of the bank’s
operations on the continent.
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Zambia, for example, is expecting
an 8% growth rate this year, and he
sees the bank as a partner in that
growth. ‘Our fortunes are inextricably
linked to the fortunes of the country
in which we operate and its economy.
We can’t do fantastically well
unless there’s a healthy, strong and
sustainable growth environment around
us, so we have to see ourselves as
intertwined with the country,’ he says.
‘We need to partner with them
significantly for their growth agenda
and for ways that we can bring
whatever is needed – whether it’s
expertise, whether it’s money itself,
investing in hard fixed assets or
investing in free markets and capital
markets in those countries. Those are
some things we have the footprint and
the network to do. So we certainly see
that as a big part of what we try and
bring to the party.’

Successful listing
An example of this is the listing
of Ugandan electricity distribution
company Umeme. Stanbic Bank was
the lead transaction adviser, sole
international book runner and lead
receiving bank in Umeme’s US$67m
initial public offering in November
2012. ‘It’s a good example of
bringing a business to the market
which is a fundamental part of the
Ugandan economy and which requires
capital going forward. The listing
was a great success in providing new
capital as much as giving it access to
future capital on the capital markets,’
says Newson.
Aside from corporate successes
such as these, Standard Bank and
Newson are going after personal
business as well – on a continent
where the informal sector proliferates
and where much of the population
is unbanked. A range of innovations
from internet and mobile banking to
Saturday opening hours and interestfree products for large Muslim markets
are getting them there.
‘If one looks at the retail market
across sub-Saharan Africa, there is a
very low penetration rate in terms of
banking. How low varies from country
to country – anything from 20% to
60%,’ Newson says, adding that
capitalising on this requires more than
simply a good product offering and an
extensive network.

»
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Standard Bank
trades as Stanbic
Bank in Botswana,
Democratic
Republic of Congo,
Ghana, Kenya,
Malawi, Nigeria,
South Sudan,
Tanzania, Uganda
Zambia and
Zimbabwe. It trades
as Standard Bank in
Namibia, Swaziland,
Lesotho, Mauritius
and Mozambique.
It also operates
in Madagascar as
Union Commercial
Bank.
Stanbic was one of
the first banks in
South Sudan, which
recently celebrated
its second year of
independence. ‘It’s
a case of supporting
the world’s newest
democracy which
has got a lot of
developmental
work to do,’
says Newson.
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‘Ultimately it would mean us
improving the bankability of the people
on the continent, ensuring we develop
our future economies and our future
customers and revenue streams. But
also ensuring that we make returns
on our existing investment which we
require from our own shareholders
and stakeholders,’ he says. ‘But one
can see across the continent a fastdeveloping middle class. And we see
ourselves as very well placed to help
and support that. And therefore a big
part of what we do is linking those
opportunities to our networks.’

Keeping up
Increased economic growth, however,
is not all party – there are problems
too. ‘In any fast-growing business you
have to make sure your business keeps
up with that growth. So for us it means
things like capital, funding, physical
branch networks, and an ability to
keep track and pace with increasing
volumes… you have to ensure you make
the right level of investment,’ he says.
Africa’s growth rate has received
increased attention, which means
increased competition. Another issue
economic growth has highlighted is
the continent’s dire skills shortage,
affecting government and businesses.
‘The development of skills across
the continent – across all professions

– is a very crucial and critical factor in
the long-term sustainability of growth
and the growth of the continent,’
Newson says. ‘Although one doesn’t
have to stay in the accounting
profession per se, I think the financial
acumen that an accounting degree
gives you is a good grounding for doing
a lot of things.’
In addition, a qualification standard
like that of ACCA allows people
with skills to move – both within
multinational institutions such as
Standard Bank and between countries
on a continent where economic
cooperation is increasing.
‘Having a standard by which people
can be measured is an important
step, so that you don’t end up with a
situation with people trying to assess
whether an accounting degree in Kenya
is the same as an accounting degree in
Nigeria, or different from one in South
Africa,’ Newson says.
‘Some general qualification by which
we can all be measured and by which
people know a certain minimum to be
certified, is very important.’ ■
Nicki Gules, features editor, City
Press, South Africa
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.standardbank.com
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SURGERY REQUIRED
A recent European healthcare conference was abundant with misery facts and figures
from the impact of six years of austerity and the need to cut waste

T

he extent of waste in Europe’s austerity-hit public
health services was one of the ‘elephants in the
room’ – a big issue seldom discussed – identified
by a professionals’ conference held in Brussels,
Belgium, in September.
The 150 delegates at the annual conference of the
European Public Health Alliance (EPHA) heard that, on
average, between 3% and 10% EU national health system
budgets was thought to be lost through waste, and in some
cases the figure could even be 30%.
‘There is no accurate picture because a clear definition
of what is meant by waste is lacking,’ said Bernard Hepp,
president of the Brussels-based European Healthcare Fraud
and Corruption Network, a not-for-profit organisation whose
15 members are healthcare and counter-fraud organisations
in 12 European states.
‘Nor do we have a full picture of the nature and types
of waste we’re up against, although the most prevalent are
billing for services which were not provided, over-prescribing,

– medicines prescribed, dispensed or sold inappropriately.
Half of patients taking them failed to do so correctly or
discarded the dosage without medical advice.
Hepp was speaking as it emerged that the cost of
residential care in the UK had forced more than a million
families to sell their homes during the last five years. That
revelation, based on a poll of affected families, was hailed in
the UK as one of the first realistic attempts to quantify the
care funding crisis.
The conference was abundant with misery facts and
figures. Its overarching theme was the impact of six
austerity years and it is fair to say it was an agitated and
impatient gathering.
Some speakers warned of a possible public health
disaster if deep cuts in basic services continue, others
called for nothing less than a ‘revolution’ if budget pressures
continue indiscriminately.
The overall sentiment – that governments ‘save the banks
not the people’ – could
have come off the
placard of any street
protest. Delegates
repeatedly dismissed EU and
national efforts to contain
the crisis as an austerity
‘experiment’ that has failed
badly. Fabian Zuleeg, chief
economist at the European
Policy Centre, an independent
think-tank, said the fiscal
crisis would persist for at
least the next decade – and
in the case of some EU
members rather longer.
‘Fiscal concerns rule,’ he
bluntly put it, adding that the
social investment concept
of improving healthcare was
hard to sell to government
ministers who hold the
purse strings, not least
because health budgets
are not in the
hands of health
ministers.

▌▌▌BETWEEN 3% AND 10% OF BUDGETS FOR
EUROPEAN NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEMS IS
THOUGHT TO BE LOST THROUGH WASTE
false expenses and non-compliance of
various kinds,’ Hepp told delegates.
Efficient compliance measures are
lacking, health systems are especially
deficient in transparency and there
needs to be a robust legal
structure supported
by unambiguous
guidelines, he added.
In its November
2012 report on the
benefits of responsible
use of medicines,
the World Health
Organization (WHO)
estimated that more than half of
prescriptions globally represent what
it calls ‘irrational use of medicines’

»
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The conflict between quality and cost is an argument that
is beginning to have an impact on public awareness and
this will certainly increase, Zuleeg added. ‘We have to learn
the lessons from our experience of austerity,’ he urged.
‘But whatever happens, the future means that resources are
going to be limited.’
He invited delegates to remember that ‘accountants are
not the same as economists’ and that it is the latter who have
the greater contribution to make as the crisis continues.

Little in the way of long view
While there has been no lack of short-term government
responses to recessions across Europe, long-term economic
governance in the EU’s Europe 2020 strategy is still in the
wobbly stage of construction, Zuleeg suggested. Other
speakers noted that there is not a great deal of time left
to fulfil the strategy – seven years, just a bit longer than
the continuing crisis has already lasted – even if the link
between economic policy and health is widely acknowledged.
Many patients in Greece and
Portugal choose between eating and
buying their medicines, for instance.
Even before the crisis Greeks and
Portuguese in vulnerable states of
health were estimated to be three times
poorer than the average population
across Europe. Ireland and Romania
are also badly affected, according to an official
for humanitarian organisation Doctors of the
World.
Yves Leterme, deputy secretary-general
of the G20 nations’ think-tank, the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD), warned: ‘It will
be a long time before we see healthcare
spending which lives up to our aspirations.
The present fiscal reality is that there will
be no more spending on any items than
there used to be. Yet we still have systems
which are strikingly inefficient.’
Leterme said the largest spending cuts
in the last two years had been in prevention.
Some 97% of EU health budgets are spent
on disease treatment and management,
leaving only 3% for prevention, according
to the OECD.
Yet prevention is excellent value for
money, not least because it reduces
long-term treatment costs and keeps the
working population more productive. ‘It’s
a great shame the crisis has not inspired
more reforms,’ Leterme said.
Other speakers were more upbeat in their
assessment that the crisis could be used as
a catalyst for beneficial change.

‘Current difficulties are a reason for action, not inaction,’
said Zsuzsanna Jakab, director of WHO’s Regional Office
for Europe, in presenting the economic case for health
promotion and disease prevention. According to Jakab:
Cardiac disease costs €169bn annually, with healthcare
accounting for 62% of these costs.
Obesity, including diabetes care, costs between 1% and
3% of GDP in most countries and 1% of US GDP.
Alcohol-related harm represents a yearly cost to the EU
of €125bn, the equivalent of 1.3% of the bloc’s GDP.
Cancer accounts for 6.5% of care expenditure in Europe.
Traffic injuries cost as much as 2% of GDP in middle and
high-income countries.
She stressed: ‘Healthcare is not a luxury.’ Countries that
have made reforms to promote better health by encouraging
better eating, exercise and screening include, notably,
Greece and Hungary. Fiscal pressures help: last year, tax
increases on sugar, alcohol or tobacco were implemented by
21 of the 27 EU member states.

*
*
*
*
*

▌▌▌‘THERE WOULD BE HUGE PAYOFFS TO
BUSINESS IF COMPANIES PAID MORE ATTENTION
TO MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING’

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

Policymakers’ dilemma is acute. Everywhere
patients’ expectations are rising and
everywhere funding lags cost increases (EU
healthcare cost inflation averages 4% in real
terms annually). Nevertheless countries can
do more with less providing it is borne in
mind that savings do not always amount to
greater efficiencies, said Sarah Thomson,
senior researcher at the London hub of
the Brussels-headquartered European
Observatory on Health Systems and Policies,
which reviews facts, figures and trends on
national health systems.
So far, these pressures have not brought
about calamity. Wage restraint has been
responsible for a quarter of the savings
already made in the sector – though this may
be only a temporary bonus – according to
David Bennett, chief executive of Monitor,
the health services regulator in England.
Some of the low-hanging fruit – the more
easily achievable savings – has been picked
but harder choices will have to be made
from now on, he added. Shorter hospital
stays and a move to out-of-hospital care
venues must be a priority ‘combining with
new and different ways of integrating care’,
he suggested. Even so, ‘the absolutely
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▲ THE COSTS OF UNAFFORDABILITY

Demonstrators dressed as zombies protest against EU-India free
trade talks that could restrict access to generic medicines

enormous challenge’ is the estimated funding shortfall in
England of between £41bn and £51bn by 2021, he said.
Almost a quarter of chronic cases are related to mental
health, which should be given a sharper focus, conference
delegates agreed, not least because smoking, excessive
drinking, diabetes management, unsolvable debt and suicide
rates (up by 13% in Ireland and 17% in Latvia and Greece
since the economic crisis began) are all frequent elements
in mental healthcare, not including dementia.

Well-being payoffs
‘We’re struggling to get people to pay attention to mental
health,’ admitted David McDaid, research fellow in health
policy at the London School of Economics. ‘There would be
huge payoffs to business if companies paid more attention
to mental health and psychological well-being,’ he said.
As it happens, the Healthcare Financial Management
Association (HFMA), England’s professional body of health
and social care finance staff, has published a new guide
on mental health services. Announcing it recently, HFMA
president Tony Whitfield said: ‘Mental health problems
directly affect about one-quarter of the population in any
given year. We already know that life expectancies of those
who are afflicted can be 10 to 15 years lower than average.’

Is there any good news for health authorities? The
European Commission in September reported increasing
demand for labour in the sector, with employment growing
almost annually by 2% between 2008 and 2012.
László Andor, European commissioner for employment,
social affairs and inclusion, has said that healthcare ‘is one
of the sectors with the greatest potential for job creation in
Europe and so where investment in training is urgent’.
Last year almost one million people were hired to work
in healthcare, and personal care in health services ranks as
the fastest-growing occupation in the EU. Three other health
roles are ranked among the fastest-growing occupations:
nursing and midwifery professionals, medical and
pharmaceutical technicians, and other health-associated
professionals such as pharmacists and physiotherapists.
Andor said this was a consequence of the combined
effects of an ageing population, advances in technology and
treatments, plus a greater emphasis on preventive care. ■
David Haworth, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

European Public Health Alliance: www.epha.org
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REAL-TIME
REPORTING

Companies already collect myriad data for their own
purposes. New ACCA research suggests investors
are urging them to share that information, in real time

T

he rate at which listed companies generate data is
all but immeasurable. Every second of every day,
gigabytes of information are thrown up by all kinds
of corporate systems, from granular customer
transactions and loyalty data through to spot foreign
exchange rates and on to logistics data tracking
deliveries and inventory levels. Then add in all the
social media feeds – which are ideally situated
to act as barometers of consumer opinion. If
there is one channel all this eventually flows
through – in one form or another – it’s the
corporate financial reporting process.
But in the world of ‘big data’, here is the
quandary: data flows like water in an enormous
river system, but financial reporting acts like a dam,
releasing controlled quantities of information only
periodically – annually at worst, perhaps half-yearly,
and rarely more often than quarterly.
Is this good enough these days? Seemingly not.
ACCA’s third major research paper into the institutional
investor landscape – Understanding investors: the road to
real-time reporting – found that there is a significant level
of demand for ‘real-time’ reporting. That is, rather than
simply publishing financial statements every three, six
or 12 months, companies are starting to come under
pressure to provide information continuously.
But why? ACCA’s research is quite emphatic:
professional investors say that real-time information
would improve their understanding of corporate
performance and improve the investors’ ability
to react quickly. More tangible benefits are that
investment returns would be enhanced, investors say.
Not too surprisingly, such an emphasis on what’s
going on now rather than what happened in the past
financial quarter would increase markets’ focus on the
short-term over the long, and then financial volatility
and instability would both rise. However, companies
may find such costs are worth paying. The investors

surveyed believe that companies that would be
able to provide real-time information are those
that have more robust corporate governance
and are more likely to attract investment from
institutions. Real-time reporting would, in short, be a
competitive advantage in the capital markets.
This raises an intellectual challenge: moving towards
a new concept of corporate reporting would, investors
think, provide benefits to companies and benefits to
their shareholders. And yet, financial market volatility
and instability are detrimental to companies and
investors. It’s not immediately obvious how we can
square that circle, nor whether regulators and auditors
would be able to cope with the torrent.
Would the flood of data mean a loss of accuracy?
Or the disclosure of information helpful to
competitors? It may be too early to say, but it is not
too early to engage in the debate. Even now, we see
companies under pressure to report more quickly, for
example by accelerating the closing process between
period-end and the results announcement, or by
reporting Christmas sales figures early in the New Year,
even when those figures have not been audited.

Data at their fingertips
Corporates and their managers certainly benefit from
having more information and having it much faster.
‘In today’s environment, business agility is just as
important as a long-term strategy,’ says Ankita Tyagi,

»
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a research analyst for the Financial Management and
Governance, Risk and Compliance practice at
Aberdeen Group, in the report. ‘With the economic
crisis, [top-level executives] feel as if they cannot just
sit back, wait and react. They need to be proactive.’
Tyagi adds that, as finance functions play more
prominent roles in the corporate hierarchy, they are
‘looking for real-time information for cashflow and
price monitoring, financial planning, risk management,
back-office functions, accounts payable and receivable,
and even payroll’.
Social media is significantly changing the type
or mix of information that is useful to corporates.
‘From a technology perspective, most information,
whether it is financial data or operational metrics,
can be manifested in, or near, real time,’ notes Julie
Harris, business development manager at Pureapps,
an Oracle Platinum Partner, in the report. ‘Look at
what is happening with social media; these things
can be farmed, analysed and turned into useful and
informative business information very quickly.’
Is there such a thing as too much data? Are you not
likely to lose sight of the wood for the trees? Andrew
Davies, a senior partner at EY’s Financial Accounting
Advisory Services, issues this caution in the report:
‘There will always be data junkies that want to have
more and faster information, but just having a lot of
data at your fingertips is not enough; you need to make
sure you are using it wisely.’ To do that, KPMG’s head of
audit Tony Cates adds: ‘Companies need to ask some
questions: what information is useful? Who needs to
know what? How frequent do updates need to be?’

Close call
Just as the corporate appetite for faster data aids
decision-making, so, too, does the more prompt
publication of financial data help investors make
their decisions. Investor demand for a faster pace
of reporting has found support from regulators: the
SEC now requires companies to file quarterly reports
within 40 days and annual reports within 60 days.
‘With developments like big data and the
widespread use of analytics, company finance
departments and management teams are using realtime data internally,’ says ACCA director of policy
Ewan Willars. ‘And yet there is a huge gap between
these up-to-the-minute operational processes and
what is being reported and assured externally.’
In practice, the best companies are reporting
within 30 days, and some within just 10. Meanwhile,
stragglers can take as long as 90 days, by which
point the data is deemed too historical to be useful.
Tim Barker, head of credit research at Old Mutual
Global Investors, believes that companies should be
encouraged to reduce the time between their period
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end and the publishing of their results. ‘At the moment,
the market doesn’t penalise slow companies, but I
would like to see that happen,’ he says in the report.
But Chris Higson, associate professor of accounting
practice at London Business School, questions
whether there is a real benefit in pushing hard on this.
‘Suppose that companies close their books and publish
their results one day after the end of the financial year
instead of one month after,’ he says in the report. ‘The
questions we need to ask are: Why would that be useful
and to who? Is there a social benefit?’
Companies should avoid taking refuge behind such
words, however: the balance of opinion clearly tips to
those who believe that companies that are able to close
their books most quickly are those that have better
processes and control systems, and which are therefore
regarded by investors as having better governance.
Conversely, companies that do not match the average
closing time are thought to be unable to provide their
own management with the right data in a timely fashion
– raising doubts about their ability to make decisions.
‘The longer a firm takes, the more it says that either
they’ve got skeletons in the cupboard or that their
systems are inefficient,’ says Rohit Talwar, a futurist
and CEO at Fast Future Research, in the report.
To be fair, though, inefficiency may not be the main
reason why a company is slow to report. Complex
businesses operating in many jurisdictions, or having
long-term contracts that need to be properly valued,
might also struggle with a fast-close environment.

Read all about it – now
Investors, used to nanosecond reporting in financial
markets, extend their demands for real-time reporting
to companies. A ‘halo effect’ would be bestowed
upon on companies that are able to make the shift
towards real-time reporting. But notes of caution are
struck: ‘Investors never ask for less information,’ says
KPMG’s Cates. ‘They always complain about too much
extraneous detail in financial statements, but they
never tell me to remove any notes. They always want to
be able to discard the information themselves.’
While the survey data points very clearly towards a
demand for real-time reporting, Robert Talbut, chief
investment officer of Royal London Asset Management,
says it is important to consider an investor’s focus. ‘For
longer-term investors like us, the prospect of real-time
information offers no benefit at all,’ he says. ‘But, if
you were to ask momentum investors whose livelihood
is based upon high turnover and trading mentalities,
they may well see the benefit in more and more
reporting, because that provides further opportunities
for trading activity and mispricing to occur.’
It is intriguing that most investors want faster
reporting while, at the same time, most also have
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▌▌▌‘YOU HAVE TO CONSIDER WHETHER THE
NEED FOR FAST INFORMATION IS OUTWEIGHED BY
THE FACT THAT SOME OF IT MAY BE INACCURATE’
concerns about fostering greater ‘short-termism’, more
volatility and – more disturbingly, perhaps – an increase in
the cost of capital for companies. Faster reporting thereby
increases the performance demands placed on companies.
As for the regulators, real-time reporting comes with extra
responsibilities that they may simply not be prepared to take
on with their current tools and resources. ‘If they’re taking
data in real time, and they miss something or something
goes wrong, then they get the blame,’ says Talwar. ‘Unless
they have the capacity to deal with it, they won’t want it.’
Some investors are concerned about the price paid for
faster data: ‘At some point, you have to consider whether
the need for fast information is outweighed by the fact
that some of the information may be inaccurate,’ says
Samantha McConnell, chief investment officer, IFG
Pensions, Investments and Advisory Services, in the
report. It is notable, therefore, that investors say in
the survey that they would be willing to pay for
more real-time reporting to be audited, giving
greater confidence about its reliability.
McConnell notes, however, that, while
assurance needs to be given that the figures
being issued are correct, ‘The market is quite
a leveller and market prices tend to move way ahead of
the fundamentals,’ she says. ‘By the time you’ve got your
assurance, the market is priced on something else.’
However, that argument can be swayed by the type of
information: investor demand for assurance takes precedence
over their demand for speed when it comes to general
financial information and liquidity. For emerging opportunities
and profit warnings, however, their priority is speed. Regarding
the assurance model, EY’s Davies notes: ‘How would auditors
give an opinion on moving data? For example, would they fix it
at a point in time? I think you would have to go through some
very radical changes to audit methodology, audit opinions and
the infrastructure needed to perform an audit at all.’
The forces of technology, competition and the sheer
pace of business are compelling companies to rethink how
they use their internal information. Whether or not those
same forces are driving financial reporting towards real-time
provision, there seems little doubt that external reporting
is on a one-way path towards faster information provision.
Along the way, investors, companies, regulators and auditors
will need to enter into debate as to what the ultimate goal
should be, what is achievable and how much it will cost. ■
Andrew Sawers, journalist and former editor,
Financial Director

REAL-TIME VIEWS
85% Real-time data would improve their ability to
react quickly

78% Real-time reporting would enhance investment
returns

73% Would consider companies that report in real-

time to have more robust corporate governance

70% Say that companies reporting in real-time would
have an advantage in attracting investment

Based on a survey of 300 investors in the UK (80%)
and Ireland (20%); half represent institutions with
more than US$500m in assets under management.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Understanding investors: the road to real-time reporting
is available at www.accaglobal.com/reporting
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TRUST OR BUST

Among the topics at ACCA’s Accounting for the future conference last month was the
need to rebuild investors’ trust in corporate reporting and how that could be done

T

he financial crisis saw many institutional investors
catch a severe cold, undermining their confidence
in the corporate reporting of the companies they
had invested in. Three leading investors came
together at Accounting for the future, ACCA’s global virtual
conference, to discuss how that trust can be rebuilt.
Robert Talbut, chief investment officer at Royal London
Asset Management, argued that one critical factor in the
lead-up to the financial crisis was that investors placed too
much reliance on market prices. ‘The belief was that if
the markets have generated price A, then price A must be
correct and we don’t need to apply any thought, judgment
or criticism,’ he said. ‘Just blindly accepting marketgenerated prices led to some pretty perverse outcomes.
It led people to invest in certain assets and to hold assets
at unrealistic prices that didn’t reflect economic reality.
‘One of the things we have learnt since the financial crisis
is the need to be a lot more sceptical. We have to encourage
people to exercise professional judgment and make sure that
the prices being used really do stand up to scrutiny.’
David Stewart, chief investment officer at Santander
Asset Management, pointed out that once every decade or
so investors get a wake-up call – a smaller or larger crisis
that reminds them they cannot rely wholly on market
prices. ‘A whole new generation learns the hard way why
it’s called an equity risk premium,’ he said. The crisis
triggered a distrust of corporate reporting, with investors
recoiling from their earlier complacency. ‘In the aftermath
of this crisis, that’s been more pronounced because it was
a more intense experience,’ he said.
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But Samantha McConnell, chief investment officer at the
IFG Group, said that not all investors made their decisions
from a ‘deep dive’ into the annual report. ‘Different types
of investors, such as hedge funds, are looking for different
things.’ It is the fact that investors have different agendas
which has been behind part of the volatility in markets since
the financial crisis, McConnell argued.
So, is it possible for corporate reporting – in particular,
the annual report and accounts – to satisfy the dramatically
diverse agendas of these different investors?
Talbut said: ‘We have to decide who the primary audience
for financial statements is. Other people may use them, but
the emphasis must be on the primary user and that should
be investors who are longer-term providers of capital.’

Investors vs traders
McConnell agreed it was difficult, if not impossible, to
reconcile the corporate reporting needs of long-term
capital providers and short-term stock traders. ‘You should
decide who the main users of financial statements are
and gear towards that group,’ she said. ‘If you try to meet
everybody’s needs, you’re not going to meet anybody’s.’
It was, she suggested, about getting back to fundamentals,
with cashflow as king. She pointed out that ultimately
cashflow drives share value and argued that current cashflow
statements are not as helpful as they could be.
There were some strong criticisms of quarterly reporting.
Stewart said some traders focus more on other investors’
reactions to quarterly reports than on the fundamentals
those reports reveal. ‘As investors, we can look at our
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portfolios in the morning and if we don’t like them, we can
press a button and change them immediately. Companies
don’t work like that, and the extent to which a quarterly
snapshot should be used by investors to make fundamental
decisions is deeply questionable.’
Talbut said quarterly reports should be scrapped –
the quicker the better. ‘I think they have been one of the
most damaging influences on the way management have
managed businesses and the way in which investors have
judged companies that we’ve seen in the last 25 years,’ he
said. ‘The idea that we should be asking management to say
how their business is going to perform in the next quarter
– and to make sure that they hit the number – is mindless.
It just harks back to the view that more information, more
frequently, must be a better world, whereas what we want
companies to do is to think about long-term sustainable
value creation – and that’s not on a one-quarter basis.’
But McConnell pointed out that some investors, such as
traders, use quarterly reports for trend analysis. ‘It comes
back to the point that there is not a homogeneous group
of investors,’ she said. ‘Long-term investors could say
they would take quarterly reports or leave them, but other
investor types will say that they are absolutely fundamental
to the way in which they make money. So companies need
to look at who are the holders of their share capital or debt
and work out what is best for the investors in their firm.’

Integrated reporting
The three generally welcomed moves towards integrated
reporting but had some reservations about how easy it
would be to introduce. Talbut suggested that it could provide
a better-quality picture of what is happening in a business.
But Stewart was concerned it could become too
prescriptive and that companies would then ‘game it’. He
said: ‘There is an argument for keeping things deliberately
imprecise or subjective to allow analysts and portfolio
managers to interrogate companies on what they think is
important. That increases the efficiency of the share price
mechanism through their subjective judgments.’
Finally, chairman Ian Welch, head of policy at ACCA,
drew investors’ attention to the significance of the audit.
McConnell argued there is cynicism about the value of the
audit following some publicised shortcomings during the
banking crisis. There should be oversight and regulation of
the audit process, she argued, because people would have
no reason to change their behaviour otherwise. ‘But the
audit does add value,’ she said, ‘and it should pull managers
back to making accounts that give a true and fair view of
where their company is.’ ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Turn back to page 35 for investors and real-time reporting
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HOT TOPICS ON DEMAND
All the sessions in last month’s Accounting for the
future conference were recorded and are available
as on-demand webcasts and videos for finance
professionals to watch at their convenience.
The week-long event explored the role of finance
professionals in building a strong and sustainable
global economy. Among the sessions and live webcasts
were the following:
Creating value through leadership and corporate
governance
Board-driven internal audit and enterprise risk
management: next-generation assurance
Understanding the investor: the future of corporate
reporting
Integrated reporting: taking the first steps
Critical success factors in transforming the finance
function
Future CFO career paths
Following the rules/changing the tools: the change
challenge of finance transformation
Technology trends and the impact on the profession
100 drivers of change for finance and business
Ready for growth? A checklist for FDs
Using the crowd to punch above your weight
All sessions are available on demand at
www.accaglobal.com/accountingforthefuture

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Read ‘The new investors’ at www.accaglobal.com/ab31
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DIGITAL DARWINISM
A new ACCA report looks at 10 technology trends that will force finance professionals to
change the way they do business – or go out of business. ACCA’s Faye Chua explains

F

rom the incised clay tablets of the Sumerian scribes
to the computers of the modern world, accountants
have always been at the forefront of emerging
technologies. But the world has now entered an era
of ‘digital Darwinism’, with technology evolving too fast for
many to adapt. As the rate of change accelerates, people,
businesses, even entire countries are struggling to stay
abreast of the latest developments, let alone understand
them well enough to exploit them – and the rapid rate of
change is unlikely to slow down.
All this change is underpinned by the internet and the
growing availability of affordable broadband access. It has
democratised knowledge and technology – moving power
from the hands of the few to the fingertips of the many –
and changed the main drivers for technology adoption.
New research drawing on input from ACCA’s Accountancy
Futures Academy, analysts, management consulting firms
and members of ACCA and IMA (Institute of Management
Accountants) aims to highlight the emerging challenges
and opportunities, and offer insights to help accountants
and businesses prepare for this new world of possibilities.
It focuses on 10 technology trends with the potential to
reshape the business landscape significantly.
We list them here, ranked in order of importance.
1 Mobile
Internet-connected mobile devices such as smartphones and
tablets are constant companions and crucial components
in the personal and professional lives of billions. Yet even
before many organisations have met the challenges of bring
your own device (BYOD), a much more significant trend has
emerged – BYOX, or bring your own anything. Individual
employees have moved beyond using their personal devices
to connect to the corporate network and are now choosing
which apps they use for business – corporate data will follow.
In the longer term, ‘smart dust’ (tiny chips embedded in all
sorts of everyday objects to collect and transmit data) and
the ‘internet of everything’ (the near-universal connection of
devices and objects to the internet) lie in wait.
2 Big data
Around 90% of the world’s data has been created in the past
two years by the output from barcodes, phone signals, digital
images, transactional databases, personal location records,
statutory reporting systems, online searches, radio frequency
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identification tags, social data, video clips, website visits,
and so on. ‘Big data’ describes the vast amounts and many
types of structured and unstructured data being produced.
Exploiting this huge nexus of contextual relationships,
information and data will demand people with analytical
and interpretation skills, who can sift the data haystack for
patterns and information of value to businesses.
3 Artificial intelligence and robotics
Forget androids and R2D2, it’s software ‘bots’ that matter
here, automating complex and repetitive processes and
tasks, and using stored knowledge to guide users. Software
now has built-in expert knowledge and the capacity to
‘learn’ how to improve its own processes and performance.
Accountants increasingly rely on this built-in expert
knowledge to work efficiently and effectively, particularly in
rule-based areas such as compliance. Banks are using bots
to automate account closures, direct debit cancellations,
audit reports and other processes. Within five to 10 years,
many other finance processes and services will follow suit.
4 Cybersecurity
There is ever more data to steal and ever more connected
devices that it can be stolen from. The increasing reliance
on digital technologies exposes organisations to a host of
both deliberate and non-malicious threats. Maintaining
security is a never-ending process that will demand more
and more resources. Over the next five to 10 years, experts
expect the criminal threat to grow, along with the use of
nanotechnology. Beyond 2025, biotech-engineered bacteria
may also be able to contain electronic circuits. If made
capable of reproduction they could become impossible to
avoid. The security industry has so far met each new threat
with a solution; unless it can find ways to test for and detect
this new type of biological pathogen, concepts such as
privacy and security could become a distant memory.
5 Educational technologies
Games and social tools are making learning more fun,
simulations and augmented reality are making it more
immersive, and intelligent algorithms are personalising the
process and tracking achievements. An even more radical
development is MOOCs (massive open online courses),
which offer access to interactive online courses on a vast
scale; enrolment is often open to all and many are free.
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And it doesn’t stop there. In 20 years’ time, accountants may
not need to spend three or four years training. Who knows
where this will go? Is it too radical to suggest becoming
an accountant (or any other professional) could mean
uploading data to a brain chip that contains all the required
technical expertise and using this in combination with
artificial intelligence to make professional judgements? The
accountant of the future might be an ‘augmented’ person or
exist only virtually as a cloud-based software agent.
6 Cloud
At its simplest level, cloud computing is about using
internet-based technologies to provide or gain access to IT
resources held on physically remote computers. Third-party
providers in the cloud ecosystem will be taking over many
more business processes over the coming decade, including
HR, operations and sales, and finance and accounting. It will
take longer for the cloud-delivery service model to displace
traditional on-premise systems or traditional accountants.
But as the cloud converges with technologies such as mobile
and big data and they become more mutually reinforcing,
unanticipated changes will arrive.
7 Payment systems
Traditional notions of money and currency are fading. The
world is on the brink of a fundamental shift in how goods
and services are bought and sold online and offline, driven
by consumers’ transition to mobile devices and digital
wallets. Analysts predict increased dependence on a new
type of mobile device app, the digital payment adviser
(DPA), which recommends the most appropriate payment
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PAST IS NO GUIDE TO FUTURE
‘As new digital technologies
emerge and converge they
will reshape lifestyles and
business activities, how
economies develop and how
countries are governed in
revolutionary ways. The future
will not be like the past.
‘The direction of travel is
clear, the details less so. The
profession must supplement
its technical expertise with a
broad understanding of the application of existing and
emerging technologies, and the new skills they demand.’
Chris Gentle is a partner and head of research
at Deloitte, and a member of ACCA’s Accountancy
Futures Academy

product for a purchase. DPAs will encourage the purchase
of day-to-day products and services using alternative
currencies, such as loyalty points and social currencies,
and there may be a resulting shift in power from banks
and payment card issuers to customers. This seems likely
to become more apparent over the next five to 10 years
as payment mechanisms and platforms proliferate, and
alternative currencies gain traction.

»
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS WILL TRANSFORM THE FINANCE FUNCTION
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Source: The Digital Darwinism researchers put this question to 2,100 ACCA and IMA members
8 Virtual and augmented reality
Computer modelling and simulation can create ‘virtual
environments’ and simulate a physical presence that can
interact in these and in the real world. Mixed ‘augmented
reality’ systems can overlay human perceptions of reality
with sound, graphics, photos, videos and other types
of sensory data. Wired gloves, head-mounted displays,
exoskeletons and other devices make the experience more
immersive, by allowing people to interact with virtual and
remote objects. By 2020 simulated virtual environments
will permit active engagement with data. So rather than
drilling into a spreadsheet’s cells, smart software agents
will assemble simulated environments, allowing users to
manipulate virtual representations of the underlying data.
9 Digital service delivery
More sectors will need to exploit digital technologies to
add value to their services and meet consumers’ changing
expectations. As more services are provided digitally
by all sorts of entities from government departments
to small accountancy firms, and developments such as
XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language) facilitate
progressively more automatic and electronic data exchange,
there may be a disintermediation of the accountant’s role in
regulatory compliance. The systems of businesses and those
of regulators could eventually become so interconnected
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that they can exchange information automatically after it
has been verified and validated by smart software.
10 Social
Historically, IT innovation was driven by big business and the
military, but blogging, instant messaging, internet telephony,
and sites for sharing pictures and music have been driven by
individuals. As enterprise social functionality improves, social
tools will become more useful to finance. In an ideal world,
collaboration software will develop a situational awareness
that enables it to contextualise processes and the roles
and relationships of participants. In finance, for example,
it would offer automatic understanding of the difference
between general exchanges and any that must be tightly
controlled – such as between tax and finance departments. ■
Faye Chua is head of future research, ACCA
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The Digital Darwinism report is available at
www.accaglobal.com/futures
See Faye Chua talking about another ACCA report on
drivers of change for the profession and the business
community at www.accaglobal.com/ab27
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RED FLAG FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES

KEY

An analysis of due diligence reports by KPMG has found that financial services is the
sector most exposed to fraud, corruption, insider trading, negligence and bankruptcy.
Third parties are only as trustworthy as the people who run them and the single greatest
risk is the integrity of a company’s directors, shareholders and beneficial owners.
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Significant
integrity risk

Only three nonfinancial services
sectors have red flag
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more than 20% of the
total integrity risks
identified.
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Astrus Insights, KPMG’s analysis of third-party integrity risks, looked at
8,000 integrity due diligence reports from businesses in 172 countries.
The survey is available at http://tinyurl.com/kpmg-astrus
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Career boost
Learn to control your emotions at work and you could make more money, says our talent
doctor Dr Rob Yeung. Plus, taking a sickie, the perfect Christmas party, and more

TALENT DOCTOR: EMOTIONS
How do you feel about feelings in the workplace? Now,
some people argue that emotions have no place at
work. They reason that work should be a place only for
rational thought and value creation.
But in reality, we all feel emotions automatically and
constantly whether we want to or not. We feel excited
when we anticipate something good might happen and
then proud and happy when it does. We feel sad when
things go wrong or angry when people let us down.
Of course it may be inappropriate to vent extreme
emotions. But multiple research studies tell us that
covering up or suppressing our emotions exacts a mental
toll on us: when we expend energy pretending not to be
disappointed, annoyed or whatever else, we become less
effective at tasks such as numerical analysis or problem
solving. Clearly, emotions matter at work.
The impact of your emotions matters even more
if you’re the leader of a team because emotions are
contagious. The people around you can’t help but be
brought down or lifted up by how others – and especially
you, their boss – are feeling.
If you don’t believe me, just watch how the mood of
your own boss affects you. When your boss feels angry,
for example, you probably notice that you feel more on
edge. You want to stay out of the way and are less likely
to voice controversial opinions.
I mentioned that you can’t suppress your emotions
without experiencing a deficit to your performance.
However, it is possible to manage your mood
more effectively.

Red, amber, green
A good start is to become more aware of your emotions.
At multiple points throughout the day, you could use what
psychologists call the traffic-light method for checking
your emotions and behaviour:
Red light – stop! What am I feeling? What label
(‘nervous’, ‘relieved’, ‘guilty’ and so on) can I attach to
how I feel?
Amber – what is this emotion making me want to do
or not do? And how is it affecting those around me?
For example, anxiety may be discouraging you from
confronting a colleague or anger may be bringing the
mood of your team down.
Green – what would be a more helpful way of behaving?
That might mean, for instance, that you would decide to
confront your colleague in spite of how you feel. Or that
you try to explain to your team why you’re feeling angry
so they don’t think that they are to blame.

*

Perhaps you’re still thinking that this emotional stuff
sounds too fluffy. But consider a study conducted within
an unnamed global professional services firm by business
school researcher Richard Boyatzis. He found that the
top performing partners – by both sales generation and
profitability – had similar technical skills or knowledge as
mediocre partners. The key differentiators were superior
emotional and social skills. In other words, emotional
awareness and control helps people to make more
money. So when will you work on your emotional skills?

*

Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership consulting
firm Talentspace and author of over 20 bestselling career
and management books including E is for Exceptional:
The New Science of Success (Pan Books); he also
appears frequently as a business commentator on the
BBC and CNN.

*

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
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www.talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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SKIVERS’ SEASON

Christmas party season,
while fun, could also be
called ‘sick-day season’.
Late nights and a busierthan-average social calendar
mean for many, a delicate
work-life balance gets blown
out the water. But it’s not
just festivities to blame.
One in three UK employees
admit lying to take time off
work, mainly because they’re
disillusioned with their
jobs or career, according to
research commissioned by
PwC on attitudes to absence.
While good weather,
hangovers and romance
are motivations for 11%,
18% and 5% of ‘skivers’
respectively, the majority
(61%) claim they are simply
bored with work. Illness
is the favoured excuse
for 83% of ‘skivers’, with
four out of 10 even faking
symptoms around the office
in preparation for a day off.
UK workers on average took
9.1 days sick in 2013, way
ahead of Russia with 7.7
days, Europe with 7.3, the
US averaging 4.9 and way
down the list Asia Pacific
with a studious 2.2 average
days absent from work. The
sector with the most sick
days was the public sector
(11.1), while technology had
the healthiest workforce with
3.4 average days absent.
Here are some of the more
far-fetched excuses used by
workers: ‘I fell out of the
loft’; ‘My rabbit ran away
and there were foxes in the
area’; ‘I was beaten up by a
bouncer’; and, ‘I was unable
to open a hand from a
clamped fist’.

THE ROAD TO CFO

As part of its Accounting
for the future conference
last month, ACCA held a
session exploring the future
of the finance function. This
included an outline of new
research on the future of
CFO career paths. See the
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THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS PARTY
Christmas, here again, faster than ever. Big
boxes of festive chocolates have been in the
supermarkets since August and some offices
will have booked their Christmas party even
earlier. If they’re lucky enough to have one.
Only a few years back, the credit
crunch meant that 83% of companies
said they wouldn’t finance a Christmas
party, according to employment law firm
Peninsula. Imagine the gloom… no awkward
moments when you suddenly find yourself
standing in the middle of a conversation
between your CEO, CFO, head of sales
and their biggest client, sharing old jokes.
Or you say last year’s party was better, while
the organiser is stood behind you. So how to
weather the potentially career-destroying storm
that is the work Christmas party? Have a good
time, but always remember where you are and who
you’re with. There may be clients there, so you’re
still representing the company. Take it as a chance to
get to know people you don’t usually have much to do with. But
above all – enjoy yourself!

THE BIG BREAK
NUSRATE IBRAHIM FCCA
Ibrahim epitomises a modern finance professional. Her
experience is broad, spanning continents, practices,
and industries. She has worked in M&A, business
planning, performance analysis and strategy evaluation.
In 2012 she set up her own training and management
consultancy, NTI FZ LLE Training and Coaching
Consultancy, in the UAE to share this experience and
prepare future leaders. ‘Training is about bringing the
best out of an individual,’ she says. Search for Ibrahim’s
full interview at ACCACareers.com

Ibrahim’s top soft skills:
Taking criticism in a very positive way.
Resilience is a key skill – think of the boxer
who falls down and keeps standing up.
Communicating articulately. Speaking
clearly and making sure the key points
are highlighted first rather than last.
Be a team player and never take anyone
else’s credit! It never pays off and you

link on the right for more
information. ■
This page is compiled and
edited by Neil Johnson,
editor, ACCACareers.com

create unnecessary enemies.
Presenting to small and large audiences.
Use words economically and be straight
to the point.
Negotiating good contracts without
losing: always think win, win. Selfless
but focused networking. Leading versus
managing – knowing the difference.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accaglobal.com/accountingforthefuture

www.accacareers.com
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Patterns of leadership

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

In his final article on management theories, Dr Tony Grundy
looks at objectives, motivation, transformation and governance
Management comes
in many forms. This
month, we consider
management by objectives,
motivation, organisational
transformation and
corporate governance.

Management by
objectives (MBO)
This was a way of dealing
with the age-old problem of
delegation: most managers
– especially newly promoted
ones – struggle with leaving

sense of direction while
leaving it up to staff to
sort out the minutiae of
how they actually do the
work. It is linked with the
idea of empowerment, with
decisions being taken lower
down the organisation.
MBO could be defined
as ‘setting a clear direction
and aims without necessarily
predetermining how that will
be achieved and delegating
much of the responsibility for
making the “how” decision’.

frequently in everyday
management situations.
One of the key jobs of
an MBO leader is thus to
set objectives and to coach
staff to achieve them, like
a football manager, rather
than dictating exactly how
the ball should be kicked.

Motivation
Motivation is another key
leadership function. It can
be defined in a management
context as ‘the innate

▲ JAILED: EX-ENRON CEO JEFFREY SKILLING

Corporate governance grew up after the Enron scandal,
setting checks and balances against concentrations of power

subordinates to get on
with things and try to do
it all themselves. One of
the economic points of
leadership is to leverage the
more ‘drone-like’ resources
of staff with lesser skills
by giving them guiding
frameworks of what they are
setting out to achieve. Poor
delegation means the job is
done twice – and by a more
expensive resource.
MBO supports delegation
by setting a more global
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Empowerment is about
encouraging staff wherever
possible to be proactive and
creative and solve problems
with support and coaching
from above, rather than just
waiting to be told what to do.
MBO was popularised
by management expert
Peter Drucker decades
ago. His idea has the
virtues of relevance and
simplicity, and helps combat
micromanagement. Its
relevance can be observed

and socialised drives that
influence determined
behaviour to achieve goals’.
The definition can be
unpacked as follows:
innate: in part, the drives
are instinctive
socialised: the drives
reflect the desire to
belong to a wider group,
and the need for status
and achievement
drives: they are partconscious and partunconscious.

*
*
*

Motivation is about
understanding how people
tick. Implicit is the thought
that managers somehow
have to influence staff to
put themselves out so they
produce over and above the
minimum needed to get
by. The idea has spawned
a whole literature that
appears to be dedicated
to brainwashing people to
stretch themselves.
As someone pointed
out to me the other day:
‘There are lots of people
who show up every day and
try to do the minimium: why
stretch yourself?’
The manipulative element
in the motivation model
doesn’t quite come off as
most organisations operate
in competitive environments.
Where employees in the
aggregate are competitive,
then the whole organisation
is better off: more growth,
opportunity, choice, money
and security.
So if we were to accept
that high motivation was
probably a good thing, then
how might we go about
promoting it?
The main motivation
levers are:
performance
management
rewards and recognition
incentives, bonuses and
perks
training and coaching
having a manager who is
a great leader
working conditions
manageable stress levels
and good support
a ‘feel-good’ organisation
and culture – very
important
a sense of vision,
strategy and purpose.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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The main demotivation
levers are:
perception that the
company is mean
lack of positive feedback
too much negative
feedback
insecurity
perception of unfairness
the wrong kind of politics
threats and bullying
the organisation is
failing or has messed
up – especially if its
reputation is tarnished.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

an organisation’s strategy,
structure and culture to
respond to its environment.
Organisational
transformation I would define
as ‘a dynamic evolution of
the organisational model
such that over a period its
character has undergone a
tangible shift; even though
many of its fundamental
capabilities have not
changed, they might now be
applied to doing things in
new ways’.

are going to get across it.
Yes, we are back where we
started around a year or so
ago – strategy.
It is also about having
an overall map of all the
key change projects and
how and when they will
fit together to deliver that
strategy. Finally, it is about
having a very real sense
of the people issues and
how you come over when
you are having these deep
conversations with people.

▌▌▌LOOK BEYOND THE FORMAL PROCESSES AND
TO THE LEADERSHIP AND THE AGENDAS OF AN
ORGANISATION BEFORE YOU TAKE A JOB THERE
One theorist – Abraham
Maslow in 1943 – split these
motivational factors up into
a ‘hierarchy of needs’, the
implication being that if the
most basic requirements are
not met, such as physical
comfort and safety, then
there is little interest in
aspects that are more about
higher things like ‘selfactualisation’.
In 1959 Fredererick
Hertzberg introduced
‘motivator-hygiene factors’
to the model. This two-factor
theory saw job satisfaction
and job dissatisfaction
acting independently of
each other. A motivator
factor is something that is
a distinctive turn-on (eg,
recognition, responsibility)
while a hygiene factor is
something which doesn’t
turn your motivation on
but is a big turn-off if not
present (eg, job security,
fringe benefits).

Organisational
transformation
This is another name for
what was once called
strategic change (and before
that, managing change).
I once defined strategic
change as the evolution of

So it is more internally
focused than the idea of
strategic change and is
positioned somewhere
between more incremental
change and more radical
or revolutionary change, at
least in terms of meaning.
These are subtle
differences but they are
valid. Transformational
change requires visionary
leadership, which in turn
implies the need for
transformational leadership
– a term that can be traced
all the way back to Bernard
Bass in 1978.
Transformational
leadership can be defined as
‘leadership which seeks to
inspire and fundamentally
reshape the performance
of staff by looking at all
aspects of organisational
capability, structure,
behaviour and mindsets,
and reshaping that’.
These are grand words
and most managers may not
have a clue about how that
could be accomplished.
A lot of this isn’t about
complicated analysis but
about how you state the
obvious about where you are
going, where you are now,
what the gap is and how you

Corporate governance
Corporate governance can
be defined as ‘the policies,
controls and processes
that will help ensure that
organisations are run in a
responsible, guided way and
are not driven off course in
risky and damaging ways
by sectional or personal
interests and ambitions’.
Corporate governance
grew up after the Enron
disaster with the SarbanesOxley legislation in the US
to try to restrain rogue
boards and CEOs. This was
accompanied, particularly
in the UK, by more voluntary
codes of practice – eg,
encouraging the appointment
of non-executive directors to
act as checks and balances
against concentrations of
power. But the question
remained as to whether
these processes were both
necessary and sufficent to
ensure that governance was
duly executed.
The problem as I see
it lies at least partly
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elsewhere: that it is all too
often subverted by one or
two key individuals who
become intoxicated by a
wicked cocktail of greed,
power and accomplishment
– often fuelled by ego. They
are often pretty bright and
may have got addicted to
gambling with the business.
Such individuals, I
suspect, are particular
psychological types. This
is the root cause of much
of the problem and these
accidents will always keep
on happening if we don’t
address that.
Frankly, when individuals
come up through the
organisation with huge drive
and are very bright they can
carve a path through it with
some charisma. Instead of
weeding out such unstable
people, the HR department
may actually applaud their
pushiness. Those who have
floated around the top in
corporate life have usually
come across one or two
such characters.
In conclusion, beware
of thinking that checks and
balances will always be
effective – they may not be.
The most important aspects
here are behavioural and
not processes.
If you are an accountant
who happens to be looking
for a new job, look beyond
the formal processes and
to the leadership and the
agendas of the organisation
before you take a job there.
Otherwise you may end
up being asked to look the
other way – or find yourself
out on the street… ■
Dr Tony Grundy is an
independent consultant
and trainer, and lectures at
Henley Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.tonygrundy.com
See Tony Grundy on video at tinyurl.com/q92h7xb
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Off-target
The six myths surrounding performance measures are as widely held
as they are thumpingly wrong, says David Parmenter
Performance measures are
designed to help align daily
actions to critical success
factors (CSFs) yet are
often prepared with little
expertise at great expense.
Myth 1: Most measures
improve performance.
Measures are often cobbled
together without knowledge
of CSFs or behavioural
consequences. Every
performance measure
can have an unintended
consequence that brings
down performance. To make
a measure work, you need
to anticipate behaviour,
find the potential dark side,
minimise it, and tweak the
measure accordingly.
Myth 2: All measures can
work successfully in any
organisation at any time.
For measurement to thrive,
seven conditions are needed:
1 partnership with staff,
unions and third parties
2 transfer of power to the
front line
3 a focus only on
what matters
4 key performance
indicators (KPIs) sourced
from the CSFs
5 ditching of processes
that don’t deliver
6 an understanding of
human behaviour
7 an organisation-wide
understanding of
winning KPIs.
Myth 3: All performance
measures are KPIs.
We tend to use the terms
KPIs and performance
measures interchangeably,
thus mixing up measures
that are truly key with the
flawed. ‘Key’ means key
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to the organisation, while
‘performance’ means
the measure assists in
improving performance.
A KPI has seven
characteristics:
1 it is non-financial
2 it is measured frequently
(daily or weekly)
3 it is acted on by
senior managers
4 all staff understand it and
what action is needed
5 a team can be given
responsibility for it
6 it has a big impact on
more than one CSF
and more than one
balanced scorecard
7 it encourages
appropriate action.
Myth 4: By tying KPIs to
pay, you raise performance.
Recognition, respect
and self-realisation are
more important drivers
of performance, yet it
is KPIs we tend to tie
to pay. This creates key
political indicators that are
manipulated to enhance
bonuses. KPIs should not be
part of performance-related
pay discussions.
Myth 5: Set annual targets.
We like to think we know
what good performance will
look like and can set relevant
year-end targets. In reality
this practice constrains
initiative and promotes
mediocrity. Annual targets
are doomed to fail – they are
either too soft or too hard.
Myth 6: You need them to
drive performance.
If you’ve recruited the right
staff, clearly defined what
the CSFs are, and created a
supportive work environment

NEXT STEPS
1 If you’re working with dysfunctional performance
measures, negotiate a three-month moratorium.
After three months, managers will know which
measures they’ve missed and which should be
permanently abandoned.
2 Ascertain your CSFs in these three months. Email
me (parmenter@waymark.co.nz) for a six-page
explainer of how to go about ascertaining your CSFs.
3 Groom an in-house expert to be chief measurement
officer, vetting and piloting all peformance measures
for unintended consequences.

with great managers and
leaders, you will succeed.
Performance measures
merely support and enforce
an existing environment.
An organisation with
dysfunctional performance

measures would function
better without them. ■
David Parmenter is a
writer and presenter on
measuring, monitoring and
managing performance
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.davidparmenter.com
www.davidparmenter.com/courses
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In July 2013 the
International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB)
issued a discussion paper
on a new version of its
conceptual framework,
which provides the
fundamental basis
for development of
International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS).
The discussion paper
gives users and preparers
of financial statements
an opportunity to offer
input into the direction
of financial reporting
standards. The paper
sets out the fundamental
principles of accounting
necessary to develop robust
and consistent standards.
While it lacks the immediacy
of other IASB proposals,
it will nevertheless be
a significant long-term
influence on the direction
that accounting standards
will take.
The paper introduces
revised thinking on the
reporting of financial
performance, the
measurement of assets and
liabilities, and presentation
and disclosure. The paper
proposes that the primary
purpose of the framework
– which underpins the
accounting standards –
is to identify consistent
principles that the IASB
can use in developing and
revising those standards.
The framework may also
help in understanding and
interpreting the standards.
The IASB framework
was originally published
in the late 1980s. In 2010
two chapters of a new
framework were issued:
Chapter 1, The Objective of
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Realigning the framework
Graham Holt examines the discussion paper on the conceptual
framework for financial reporting issued by the IASB in July
General Purpose Financial
Reporting, and Chapter 3,
Qualitative Characteristics
of Useful Financial
Information. There are no
plans for a fundamental
reconsideration of these
chapters. The concept
of a reporting entity
is not considered in
the discussion paper
because the exposure
draft of 2010 is
to be used, with
related feedback, in
developing guidance in
this area.
The discussion paper
proposes to redefine
assets and liabilities as:
An asset is a present
economic resource
controlled by the entity
because of past events.
A liability is a present

*

*
▌▌▌THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE FRAMEWORK IS TO
IDENTIFY CONSISTENT PRINCIPLES THAT THE IASB CAN
USE IN DEVELOPING AND REVISING STANDARDS
obligation of the entity
to transfer an economic
resource because of past
events.
An ‘economic resource’, it
should be noted, is a right,
or other source of value,
that is capable of producing
economic benefits.
Currently the definitions
of assets and liabilities
require a probable
expectation of future
economic benefits or
resource outflow. The IASB’s
initial view is that the
definitions of assets and
liabilities should not require
an expected or probable
inflow or outflow as it should

be sufficient that a resource
or obligation can produce
or result in a transfer of
economic benefits. Thus,
a guarantee could qualify
as a liability even though
the obligation to transfer
resources is conditional.
However, the measurement
of an asset or liability will
be affected by the potential
outcome. The IASB still
believes that a liability
should not be defined as
limited to obligations that
are enforceable against
the entity.
Under the discussion
paper, constructive
obligations would qualify

as liabilities. Liabilities
would not arise where there
is an economic necessity
to transfer an economic
resource unless there is an
obligation to do so. Thus
a group reconstruction
would not necessarily create
a liability.
However, the IASB
believes that certain
avoidable obligations could
qualify as a liability – for
example, directors’ bonuses
depending on employment
conditions. No decision
has been made on whether
the definition of a liability
should be limited to
obligations that the entity

»
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has no practical ability to
avoid or should include
conditional obligations
resulting from past events.
The discussion
paper sets out that the
framework’s definition of
control should be in line
with its definition of an
asset. An entity controls an
economic resource if it has
the present ability to direct
the resource’s use so as to
obtain economic benefits
from it. The exposure draft
on revenue recognition uses
the phrase ‘substantially all’
when referring to benefits
from the asset but the IASB

transfers between these
different classes.
The distinction between
equity and liabilities
focuses on the definition
of a liability. The current
guidance on the difference
between equity and liability
is complicated. The paper
identifies two types of
approach: narrow equity and
strict obligation.
The narrow equity
approach treats equity as
being only the residual class
issued, with changes in
the measurement of other
equity claims recognised in
profit or loss.

Under the strict
obligation approach, all
equity claims are classified
as equity with obligations to
deliver cash or assets being
classified as liabilities. Any
changes in the measurement
of equity claims would be
shown in the statement of
changes in equity.
If the latter approach
were adopted, certain
transactions (eg the
issuance of a variable
number of equity shares
worth a fixed monetary
amount) currently classed
as liabilities would not be so
designated because they do

▌▌▌THE PROPOSALS ARE AN ATTEMPT TO MAKE THE
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK A BLUEPRINT FOR HIGHQUALITY, PRINCIPLES-BASED ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
feels this phrase in this
context would be confusing
as an entity would recognise
only the rights which it
controls. For example, if
an entity has the right
to use machinery on one
working day per week, then
it should recognise 20%
of the economic benefits
(assuming a five-day
working week) as it does not
have all or substantially all
of the economic benefits of
the machinery.
The discussion paper
proposes that equity remain
defined as being equal to
assets less liabilities.
However, the paper
does propose
that an entity
be required
to present
a detailed
statement of
changes in
equity that
provides
more
information
regarding
different classes
of equity, and the
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not involve an obligation to
transfer cash or assets.
The IASB has come to
the view that the objective
of measurement is to
contribute to the faithful
representation of relevant
information about the
resources of the entity,
claims against
the entity and
changes in
resources and
claims, and
about how
efficiently and
effectively
the entity’s
management
and governing
board have
discharged their
responsibilities
to use the
entity’s
resources. The
IASB believes
that a single
measurement
basis may not
provide the
most relevant
information
for users.
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When selecting the
measurement basis,
the information that
measurement will produce
in both the statement of
financial position and the
statement of profit or loss
and other comprehensive
income (OCI) should be
considered. Further, the
selection of a measurement
of a particular asset or a
particular liability should
depend on how that asset
contributes to the entity’s
future cashflows and how
the entity will settle or fulfil
that liability.

Narrow and broad
The current framework does
not contain principles to
determine the items to be
recognised in profit or loss,
and in OCI and whether, and
when, items can be recycled
from OCI to profit or loss. In
terms of what items would
be included in OCI, the paper
proposes two approaches:
‘narrow’ and ‘broad’.
Under the narrow
approach, OCI would
include bridging items
and mismatched
remeasurements. OCI
would be used to bridge a
measurement difference
between the statement of
financial position and the
statement of profit or loss.
This would include, for
example, investments in
financial instruments with
profit or losses reported
through OCI. Mismatched
remeasurements occur
when the item of income
or expense represents
the effects of part of
a linked set of assets,
liabilities or past or planned
transactions. It represents
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their effect so incompletely
that, in the opinion of the
IASB, the item provides
little relevant information
about the return the entity
has made on its economic
resources in the period.
An example is a cashflow
hedge where fair value gains
and losses are deferred
in OCI until the hedged
transaction affects profit or
loss. The paper suggests
that under the narrow OCI
approach, an entity should
subsequently have to recycle
amounts from OCI to profit
or loss; and under the
mismatched remeasurements
approach the amount should
be recycled when the item
can be presented with the
matched item.
The issue that arises here
is that, under the narrow
approach, the treatment
of certain items would be
inconsistent with current
IFRS – eg revaluation gains
and losses for property,
plant and equipment,
The paper also sets out a
third category – ‘transitory
remeasurements’. These are
remeasurements of longterm assets and liabilities
that are likely to reverse or

significantly change over
time. These items would be
shown in OCI – for example,
the remeasurement of a
net defined pension benefit
liability or asset. The IASB
would decide in each
IFRS whether a transitory
remeasurement should
be subsequently recycled.
However, the IASB has
not yet determined which
approach it will use.

Recognition
Recognition and
derecognition deals with the
principles and criteria for
assets and liabilities to be
included or removed from an
entity’s financial statements.
The paper sets out to
bring this into line with the
principles used in IASB’s
current projects. It proposes
that assets and liabilities
should be recognised by an
entity, unless that results
in irrelevant information,
the costs outweigh the
benefits, or the measure

of information does not
represent the transaction
faithfully enough.
Derecognition is not
currently addressed in the
framework and the paper
proposes derecognition
should occur when the
recognition criteria are no
longer met. The question
for the IASB is whether
to replace the current
concept based on the loss
of the economic risks and
benefits of the asset with
the concept based on the
loss of control over the legal
rights comprised in the
asset. A concept based on
control over the legal rights
could result in several items
going off balance sheet.
Proposed revisions to
the disclosure framework
include the objective of
the primary financial
statements, the objective
of the notes to the financial
statements, materiality and
communication principles.
The IASB has also identified
both short-term and longterm steps for addressing
disclosure requirements in
existing IFRS.
These proposals are
an attempt to make the
conceptual framework a
blueprint for developing
consistent, high-quality,
principles-based accounting
standards. It is important
that there is dialogue about
the whole of IFRS and for the
IASB to achieve buy-in to its
core principles by enabling
constituents to help shape
the future of IFRS. ■
Graham Holt is associate
dean and head of the
accounting, finance and
economics department at
Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
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Read the discussion paper, A Review of the Conceptual
Framework for Financial Reporting at
http://tinyurl.com/ma5udq6
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Technical update
A monthly round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, tax and law
from the European Union, OECD and countries around the world
FINANCIAL REPORTING
INTEGRATED REPORTING

The International Integrated
Reporting Framework is due
for release in December. The
big themes emerging are:
the need for clarity about
the differences between
an integrated report,
integrated reporting and
integrated thinking
the intended audience
and its implications for
the concept of materiality
the need for greater
clarity about the
meaning of value creation
and its relationship to
the capitals
the interaction of an
integrated report with
other reports and
communications
the suitability of the
framework as criteria
for the preparation
and assurance of an
integrated report
the principles-based
nature of the framework
and whether it should be
directive about which key
performance indicators
an organisation is to use.
More at www.theiirc.org

*
*
*
*
*
*

IFRS FOR SMEs

The International Accounting
Standards Board’s (IASB)
exposure draft (ED) proposes
limited amendments to
IFRS for SMEs and is open
for comment until 3 March
2014. The IASB states that
‘most of the proposed
amendments clarify
existing requirements or
add supporting guidance,
rather than propose
changes to the underlying
requirements in the IFRS
for SMEs. Consequently, for
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most SMEs, the proposals
are expected to improve
understanding of the
existing requirements,
without having a significant
effect on the entity’s financial
reporting practices and
financial statements.’
Many of the changes are
for clarification purposes
but the ED also provides
guidance and highlights
where standards have been
incorporated since the
current issue of IFRS for SMEs.
More at http://tinyurl.
com/smes-ed

AUDIT
AUDITOR REPORTING

ACCA has held events
and undertaken an online
survey to gather feedback
from interested parties on
the International Auditing
and Assurance Standards
Board’s (IAASB) exposure
draft (ED) which proposes
changes to audit reports
including the provision of
more information on how
audits are performed.
The IAASB released its
ED, Reporting on Audited
Financial Statements:
Proposed New and Revised
International Standards on
Auditing, in July 2013. The
opportunity to comment
closes on 22 November
2013. The ED revises a
number of existing ISAs
(700, 260, 570, 705 and
706) but also introduces
a new one: ISA 701,
Communicating Key Audit
Matters in the Independent
Auditor’s Report. Under ISA
701, the IAASB proposes
that within the audit report
there should be a ‘key audit
matters’ section which

would outline audit matters
of most significance.
ACCA has used the
comments to assist it in
developing its response to
the IAASB’s proposals. You
can find out more at www.
accaglobal.com/advisory
Glenn Collins, head of
technical advisory, ACCA UK

EUROPEAN UNION
EU LOSSES DETECTED

European Union (EU)
treasuries are losing
almost €200bn a year in
unpaid VAT lost because
of non-compliance or
non-collection, a European
Commission report has
concluded. The Commission
called on EU member states
to simplify their VAT systems
and broaden the tax base,
criticising ‘complicated tax
systems with multiple rates’.
It said that governments
should ‘broaden national
tax bases and…limit tax
exemptions and reductions’.
A study of 26 member
states from 2000 to 2011
calculated that €193bn was
lost in 2011, comparing
predicted and actual VAT
revenues. The report said
that fraud, bankruptcies,
insolvencies, statistical
errors, delayed payments
and legal avoidance were
to blame. The four largest
EU countries – the UK,
France, Germany and Italy
– accounted for more than
half of these losses. The
EU countries that had the
largest relative shortfalls
were Greece, Latvia,
Lithuania and Romania.
See http://tinyurl.com/
eu-vat-data

OLAF AND ITALY AGREE

EU anti-fraud unit OLAF has
signed a new cooperation
agreement with Italian
supreme audit institution
the Corte dei Conti. The deal
will enable the EU agency
to help the Italian body
pursue frauds involving the
misallocation of EU funds
to private individuals. There
will also be a better exchange
of information and data;
mutual assistance with
investigations; and sharing
of strategic analysis.

ABUSE TALKS BEGIN

The European Parliament is
about to begin negotiations
with the European Union
Council of Ministers
on agreeing the terms
of a new market abuse
directive, which would
insist on tougher criminal
punishments for the
manipulation of financial
markets, insider dealing or
abuse of inside information.
MEPs approved a draft
that would sanction fines
for guilty companies of
up to 15% of their annual
turnover or €15m, with
individuals facing fines of
up to €5m and potential
bans or suspensions from
undertaking certain jobs
within investment firms.

TRAVEL AGENTS EXEMPT
A special European Union
VAT scheme allowing travel
agents to pay one VAT
payment on the profits
they make from selling
services applies to all their
customers and not just
travellers, the European
Court of Justice (ECJ)
has ruled. The European
Commission argued that the
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CHINA SIGNS TAX
TRANSPARENCY AGREEMENT
China has now signed the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) multilateral
convention on mutual administrative assistance in
tax matters, which should increase the availability of
Chinese tax information to revenue inspectors. OECD
secretary-general Angel Gurría welcomed August’s
signing as ‘both timely and important’, anticipating
the ‘automatic exchange of information’ involving
authorities in Beijing.

Czech Republic, Finland,
France, Greece, Italy, Poland
and Portugal should not
allow travel agents to use
this perk for non-travelling
customers buying noncore services, but its case
was rejected. The special
scheme helps agents avoid
paying different national VAT
rates on every element of a
holiday package.

POLAND VAT CHALLENGE

The European Court of
Justice (ECJ) has been asked
to rule on whether Poland’s
levying of a reduced VAT
rate to medical equipment
and pharmaceuticals is
legal under EU VAT law.
The European Commission
argues that such products
must exclusively help
disabled people to
attract low VAT, but Poland
allows this exemption for
general medical equipment
and non-medicinal
pharmaceutical products.

ROMANIA MUST REFORM
The European Commission
has formally requested that
Romania align its rules on
valuation and the accounting
of purchased debt claims
with European Union (EU)
law. Brussels argues that
Romania errs by failing
to insist that items are
valued in annual accounts
through a purchase price or
production costs. It added
that EU law does not allow
Romania’s use of nominal

values for purchased
debt claims.

NEW ZEALAND

Keith Nuthall, journalist

The New Zealand Auditing
and Assurance Standards
Board (NZAuASB) has issued
amendments to International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs)
(New Zealand) to promote
improved audit quality.
These are effective for audits
of financial statements for
periods ending on or after
31 December 2014.
The main amendments
to the ISAs (NZ) are
to add or extend the
following requirements:
extend the requirement
that applies to an
engagement quality
review of an issuer to
other entities for which
the firm has determined
that an engagement
quality control review
is required
add a requirement
that if the auditor is
concerned that a written
report intended for those
charged with governance
has not been, or may
not be, distributed to
all members of that
group, the auditor
shall endeavour to
ensure all members are
appropriately informed of
the contents of the report
extend the current
requirement to require
direct communication
with the entity’s external
legal counsel to also
include in-house counsel

AUSTRALIA
SUPERANNUATION

The Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (AUASB)
has released an updated
Guidance Statement: GS
009, Auditing Self-Managed
Superannuation Funds.
The revised guidance
statement identifies, clarifies
and summarises the existing
responsibilities which
approved self-managed
superannuation fund (SMSF)
auditors (the auditor) have
with respect to conducting
SMSF audit engagements.
GS 009 should assist
the auditor, by clarifying
the requirements under
the Superannuation
Industry (Supervision)
Act 1993 (SISA) and
Superannuation Industry
(Supervision) Regulations
1994 (SISR), as well as
identifying the applicable
ASIC Regulatory Guides,
ATO Rulings, Interpretive
Decision and Guides.
The appendices include
an example engagement
and representation letter,
illustrative trust deed
checklists and financial
audit procedures, and
illustrative examples of
threats to independence.
More at http://tinyurl.
com/audit-auasb

AMENDMENTS TO ISAs

*

*

*

*

where they are primarily
responsible for litigation
and claims
extend the assessment
period of the
appropriateness of
the going concern
assumption to at least
12 months from the date
of the auditor’s current
report to the expected
date of the report for the
next reporting period.

STANDARDS ISSUED

The New Zealand Accounting
Standards Board (NZASB)
has issued:
Amendments to
Prospective Financial
Statements (Amendments
to FRS 42) – for
application by Tier 1 and
Tier 2 for-profit entities
Amendments
to Prospective
Financial Statements
(Amendments to PBE
FRS 42) for application
by public benefit entities
Amendments to
Prospective Financial
Statements (Amendments
to PBE FRS 42) – for
application by Tier 1
and Tier 2 public sector
public benefit entities.
The amendments permit the
presentation of prospective
financial statements for an
interim period (as opposed
to an annual period).

*

*

*

Lei Xu, technical manager,
ACCA Australia and
New Zealand
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Oxford Chicago
Valuation Programme
Introducing a unique executive programme that
goes beyond the basic techniques of valuation to
address how the challenges of the real world are
addressed, so better strategic corporate and
investment decisions can be made.
•

Bringing together the two leading finance
schools, uniting US and European valuation
methodology

•

Uniting the three essential strands of robust
theory, real cases and high level discussions

•

Providing solutions to the complexities of
valuation in growth capital, LBOs, distress
and infrastructure investment.

Apply now for:
17-21 March 2014 in London
10-14 November 2014 in Oxford
www.oxfordchicagovaluation.com
To learn more about the programme
contact steve.brewster@sbs.ox.ac.uk
or on +44(0)1865 422727
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Too much too young?
MBAs aimed at younger students without work experience are on the increase, but are
they worth it or are they devaluing the traditional master’s degree?
The demand in the market
for MBAs is moving away
from the classic MBA
towards classes for younger,
less experienced students.
According to the Graduate
Management Admission
Council (GMAC), which
administers the GMAT,
53% of Western European
test-takers in 2012 were
under 25, an increase of
13% from the 40% in 2008.
So what are these younger
students being tempted by,
especially as a traditional
MBA is usually taken by
those with considerable
work experience under
their belts?
In much of Europe the
Bologna Process, a set of
rules to standardise higher
education qualifications
adhered to by 47 countries,
has split the typical five-year
college degree combining
a bachelor’s and master’s
into two separate degrees.
A lot of the younger people
now applying for business
school are graduates from
three-year bachelor’s degree
programmes trying to
upgrade with a master’s.
Business schools have
now started to call these
offerings ‘pre-experience’
master’s degrees to
distinguish them from the
classic MBA – meaning no
full-time work experience is
needed prior to obtaining
the degree.

According to GMAC,
last year 46% of Western
European citizens taking
the GMAT sent their score
reports to pre-experience
programmes (compared
to 24% in 2008).
In the UK, the London
School of Economics offers
a two-year pre-experience
Master’s in Management
which, at £16,700 a year,
gives students coming
straight from degrees a
business education.
In Spain, IE Business
School offers four fulltime pre-experience
master’s, some available
both in English and in
Spanish, and has students
from 88 nationalities
(with about 50% from
Latin America).
So why has there been
this increase in uptake?
Is a pre-MBA something
you should consider? And
what does it mean for the
uptake – and value – of a
traditional MBA?
The fact is, it’s tricky to
get onto an MBA course
straight from university.
Many MBA programmes
require at least several
years of experience (the
Association of MBAs, one
of the main international
accrediting organisations,
will not accredit an MBA
programme that accepts
candidates without
experience).

»

Interested in doing an MBA,
MSc or other postgraduate
qualification? Our special
quarterly section of Accounting
and Business explores the options
and the issues involved.
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The best course
programmes from the top
business school will accept
only a relative handful of
young graduates.
There will, of course, be
cost considerations. With
work experience employers
are more likely to subsidise

As well as an increase
in pre-experience master’s
programmes globally,
there has also been an
evolution of specialised
programmes, which may
be of particular interest to
finance professionals. For
example, this year INSEAD

▌▌▌‘IT’S GREAT THAT PEOPLE
CAN BENEFIT FROM A FOCUSED
EDUCATION WITHOUT HAVING TO
WORK FOR A FEW YEARS FIRST’
your pursuit of an MBA.
Stacy Blackman of Stacy
Blackman Consulting Inc
says: ‘It’s great that people
can benefit from a focused
education without having to
work for a few years first.
This might be helpful to
someone just entering the
job market and wanting to
work in various capacities.’
Blackman does not
think the introduction
of pre-experience MBAs
will negatively impact the
number of people going on
to take full MBAs later.
‘The traditional MBA
will come into play once
those people have worked,
and perhaps realise that
they want to switch careers
or move on to a role with
greater leadership or in
general management,’ she
says. ‘Business is so broad
and there are so many people
pursuing different types of
careers – there is great need
for this type of education early
on, and also later. They are for
different types of people and
don’t necessarily compete.
‘If an individual is focused
on working as an accountant,
the pre-credential might be
exactly what they are looking
for and very appropriate.’

launched a Master in Finance
degree with 33 participants
from the US, India, Australia,
Singapore, Canada, South
Africa, China, Korea, Germany
and the UK, mainly from
financial institutions, industry
and consulting. It is, says the
school, ‘designed to provide
experienced financial industry
professionals with the skills
to advance their careers and
make greater contributions
to their organisations’.
Meanwhile the school
is keen to differentiate the
new offering from preexperience MBAs. Peter
Zemsky, interim dean, adds:
‘Our Master in Finance
degree is a striking departure
from those pre-experience
programmes offered
elsewhere. It is intended for
experienced professionals
desiring greater strategic
knowledge that deepens
their understanding of
global finance.
‘The complexities of
global finance have grown
more pronounced, with
financial models undergoing
rapid change that demands
even greater expertise from
working professionals.’ ■
Beth Holmes, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘Growing with the social flow’, AB.UK, May 2013
www.accaglobal.com/ab33
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US MBA MARKET STRUGGLING
Global demand for MBA talent saw an increase this
year, as did MBA pay, but the market remains weak in
North America, according to a new report.
The QS TopMBA.com Jobs & Salary Trends Report
2013/14 shows that employers hired 14% more
MBAs in 2013 than 2012, mainly in Asia, particularly
China and India.
In North America, though, the increase in hiring
MBAs was only 2% in the same period, while MBA
salaries in the region actually fell by 1% to $90,602.

LEARN TO FIGHT CORRUPTION
MBA students may soon have a chance to learn all
about fighting corruption and bribery.
The Principles for Responsible Management
Education (PRME), a UN-sponsored initiative,
recently launched an anti-corruption curriculum
for MBA programmes at its fifth annual summit in
Bled, Slovenia. Business schools all over the world
have signed on to pilot the curriculum, but wider
distribution will take place next year.

From Chartered Accountant at KPMG
to Mergers & Acquisitions at
a private healthcare provider:

“The Bath MBA

taught me how to network.
The alums and my
classmates were fantastic,
connecting me with
influential people
around the world.”
Sarah Tatham.

Kick start your future with the Bath MBA.
Ranked 2nd in the UK (The Economist’s Which MBA? 2013).

Apply now for 2014.
01225 383851
www.bathmba.com

Accounting degrees
About the University
The University of Gloucestershire
is located in the south west of
England, only two hours from
London and one hour from other
major cities in the UK.
It is a medium-sized university with
around 10,000 students and is one
of the safest universities in the UK.
The University of Gloucestershire is
a Gold-approved learning partner
for the ACCA qualification.
Our undergraduate courses
give you significant exemptions
from the ACCA Fundamentals
papers and our postgraduate
course in Accounting enables
you to study concurrently for the
Masters and the Professional
level ACCA papers.

Undergraduate courses
We offer the following
undergraduate courses:
• BA Accounting and
Business Management
• BA Accounting and
Financial Management
Sample modules:
• Management Accounting
• Financial Accounting
• Financial Economics
• Business and Company Law
• Auditing
• Taxation
• Corporate Accountability
Work placement:
• Optional work placement
year in high-profile
accountancy-related
companies such as IBM, Sony,
Marks & Spencer and Xerox.

Postgraduate courses
MSc Accounting and
Financial Management
This course explores advances in
accounting and corporate finance
through practical and research
focused modules:
• Financial Reporting
• Contemporary Issues in
Accounting
• Corporate Accountability
• Strategic Management
• Leadership through Design
MBA Business Administration
Today’s fast-paced complex
business environments, demands
creative and innovative leaders
and managers with the ability to
build sustained business growth.
Our MBA course provides you
with enhanced management
and leadership skills to ensure
you are equipped to meet
these challenges.

www.glos.ac.uk/international
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The next leap forward for China
A recent ACCA USA meeting with the Shanghai National Accounting Institute in New York
focused on important ways in which accountants can help companies run more efficiently
China has long been
considered an emerging
market. But as the world’s
second-largest economy,
it seems reasonable to say
that the Middle Kingdom
has already emerged. IMF
estimates suggest that the
nation will account for a
third of global growth in
the five years to 2017, more
than double the contribution
of the US’s 14%. As
Chinese companies continue
to expand and foreigners
invest in Chinese equities,
the standard of the nation’s
accountants is becoming
ever more important.
Seeking ways to enhance
these skills was one of the
main goals of ACCA’s
two-day conference held in
New York this September
along with the Shanghai
National Accounting
Institute (SNAI). Many
of those attending were
senior financial executives
from Chinese companies,
mostly enterprises
controlled by the state.
Chinese accounting
standards have been
improving by leaps and
bounds, according to Lu
Wenbin, assistant president
of the SNAI. Still more
needs to be done, he adds.
‘We are now very close
to reaching international
standards when it comes
to financial reporting and
accountants are familiarising
themselves with the changes
in rules over the past
decade,’ he says. ‘The next
step is to make sure that
accountants have the skill to
really contribute more added
value to their organisations.’
The conference provided
insights into how Chinese
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▲ INSIGHTS GAINED

Warner Johnston, head of ACCA USA (far left) and Michelle Liu,
business relationship manager China (far right) present SNAI
participants with a certificate of completion
accountants could take this
next step. But delegates
were also given a reminder
of why the US had such a
stake in China’s success and
accounting excellence.
Michael Muth, an officer
for the Foreign Commercial
Service, the trade promotion
arm of the United States
Department of Commerce,
pointed out that US exports
to China have grown more
than fivefold since 2000
and investment had also
boomed. That dwarfs the
116% growth in total US
exports over that period.
The event programme
included talks that looked
into how Chinese accountants
could help boost their
employer firms’ productivity.
‘The modern CFO plays
a variety of complicated
functions – far beyond simply
communicating the state
of a company’s finances to
outsiders,’ argued Lu in an
interview with Accounting and
Business after the conference.
‘Chinese accountants overall

have plenty of room to get
better, so that we can boost
every aspect of an enterprise
and lift its productivity.’
The head of ACCA USA,
Warner Johnston, underlined
what ACCA was doing to
promote this process.

Burgeoning profession
ACCA has been growing fast
in China, with seven offices
and more than 30 exam
centres in the country. This
year, more than 43,000
Chinese accountants are
studying for the ACCA
Qualification. A study by
the SNAI showed that 82%
of employers surveyed
recognised the ACCA
Qualification – higher than
any rival qualification.
The New York conference
included speakers such
as Stathis Gould, a senior
manager at the International
Federation of Accountants,
an organisation with 173
member bodies in 129
countries. He spoke about
the importance of integrating

the environmental and social
impacts of a company’s
operations into financial
results. This is increasingly
relevant in China, where
there has been growing
concern over pollution and
environmental degradation.
Gould told delegates:
‘Reporting drives behaviour
within an organisation…
This is a big opportunity for
the accountancy profession
to influence sustainable
value creation.’
There are also social and
environmental risks that
accountants can now help
assess. For example, he
explained, recent EU rules
have been trying to hold
companies responsible for
the impact of their products
through the lifecycle. That
can affect which materials
companies intend to
use. Such complicated
calculations are exactly what
top accountants do best.
In an interview with
Accounting and Business,
Gould added that
accountants were becoming
ever more important in
the efficient running of a
business. ‘The main method
is to provide the right
information and analytics
in a timely fashion so that
other managers can see
easily where operations
could be tighter,’ he said.
For example, accountants
can help improve processes
such as inventory
management.
That role can also extend
into other forms of business
analysis. ‘Companies don’t
often fail because of flaws in
published accounts,’ Gould
argued. ‘Instead it is more
likely to be because they
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have misjudged the risks of
the investments they make.’
For example, acquisitive
companies have a habit of
overpaying – often because
they have been unrealistic
about what synergies they
can expect. This can be a
disaster for companies.
The potential of
accountants to flag risks
and save companies from
perils was also emphasised
by PV Viswanath, a finance
professor at Pace University.
He encouraged China’s
accountants to spread their
wings beyond traditional
financial reporting and
consider ways to help their
firms mitigate a host of
risks – from the threat of
disruptions in production,
reputational risk and
delinquent customers.
Viswanath said finance
professionals should consider
a multi-step process of
identifying and assessing
risk, followed by selecting
risk-management techniques
and finally reviewing the
effectiveness of these
solutions. ‘Suppose you have
a factory in a location where
hurricanes are prevalent,’ he
said. ‘Accountants can help
assess the relative merits of
moving production to a less
risky location, strengthening
existing buildings, simply
absorbing any losses or
buying insurance.’
Modern accountants
should also be alerted
to the merits of different
derivative contracts that can
be used to mitigate risks.
For example, companies
that are vulnerable to sharp
swings in exchange rates can
consider various techniques.
Using forward contracts
locks in the exchange rate
a company can expect and
also the price for hedging
the risk. Buying options, by
contrast, merely puts a cap
on the potential damage
that fluctuations can cause.
Selling options, meanwhile,

▼ EAST TO WEST

Shanghai is home to the SNAI,
whose delegates attended the ACCA
conference in New York (below)
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can require margin payments
and thus liquidity problems.
Mastering such techniques
has become a core skill for
chief financial officers.
While many Chinese
accountants are keen
to develop such skills,
companies wanting a
fast track to accounting
excellence can hire an
established firm, according
to John Vester, advisory
principal at KPMG.
His firm offers a complete
range of sophisticated
accounting and advisory
services far beyond simple
audits. Among those offered,
Vester explained, are due
diligence on takeover targets,
forensic accounting to detect
fraud or misconduct and
the full suite of strategy
consulting capabilities.
KPMG has also been
operating in China since
1984; it has a large footprint
in the country, with more
than 8,000 employees in 13
offices. ‘We provide thought
leadership and training to
assist our western clients
with China market entry
and expansion, and to our
Chinese clients with their
global expansion initiatives,’
said Vester. Chinese firms
can also benefit from help
in growing effectively within
China, and KPMG is also
able to support state-owned
enterprises to improve
competitiveness, he added.
The ACCA conference was
dedicated to encouraging
Chinese accountants to
take the next leap in their
development. ‘Although [it]
lasted for just two days, it had
laid the foundation for future
learning,’ said SNAI’s Lu. ‘It
will inspire us to focus more
on some of these important
ways in which accountants
can make a bigger
contribution to the efficient
running of companies.’ ■
Christopher Alkan,
journalist based in New York
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108th ACCA AGM:
19 September 2013
Minutes of the 108th annual general meeting of ACCA held at 29 Lincoln’s Inn Fields,
London WC2, on Thursday 19 September 2013. Barry Cooper, the president of the
association, took the chair and there were 54 members of the association present
1 NOTICE AND
AUDITORS’ REPORT
The notice of meeting and
the auditors’ report on the
accounts for the period 1
April 2012 to 31 March
2013 were taken as read.

2 MINUTES

The minutes of the AGM
held on 20 September
2012 and published in the
November 2012 issue of
Accounting and Business were
taken as read, and signed
as correct.

3 RESOLUTION 1

Adoption of the report of
Council and the accounts for
the period 1 April 2012 to 31
March 2013
Barry Cooper gave his
presidential address
and asked Helen Brand,
chief executive, to give a
presentation. He then invited
questions and comments on
the report and accounts.
The president drew
members’ attention to the
statement which had been
circulated and which showed
that valid proxy votes had
been cast in respect of
Resolution 1 as follows:
For 3,483
Against 44
The president then put the
resolution to the meeting
and, on a show of hands,
declared it carried, the votes
being cast as follows:
For 40
Against 0
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4 RESULT OF BALLOT
FOR ELECTION OF
COUNCIL MEMBERS
The scrutineer’s report
and the number of votes
received by each candidate
in the ballot for the election
of members of Council were
reported, as follows:
1. Kenneth Henry
2,674
2. Lynne Hunt
2,654
3. John Cullen
2,533
4. Lorraine Holleway 2,508
5. Dean Lee
2,488
6. Mark Millar
2,417
7. Hemraz Hoolash
2,247
8. Katerina Sipkova
2,233
9. Fergus Wong
2,209
10. Matilda Crossman 2,075
11. Mohd Nasir Ahmad 1,992
12. Kholeka Mzondeki 1,918
13. Tom Murray
1,904
14. Nisreen Rehmanjee 1,754
15. Peter Fee
1,708
16. Ladislav Hornan 1,684
17. Amy Yung
1,666
18. Brendan Sheehan 1,450
19. Diarmuid O’Donovan		
		
1,446
20. Michelle Pendergast		
		
1,423
21. Frankie Ho
1,180
22. Monica Liljeroth 1,172
23. Fred Alale
944
24. Tatiana Gavrilyuk
937
25. Samreen Ashraf
911
26. Haseeb Akram
882
27. Christine Sahadeo 852
28. Leo Mucheriwa
766
29. Michael Schlombs 761
30. Mubashir Dagia
746
31. Kwame Antwi-Boasiako
		
716
32. Aamer Allauddin
696
33. Adeel Mushtaq
678
34. Ajith Lekshmanan 465
35. Bob Siakalangu
392

The president, therefore,
declared the following
members elected or reelected to Council:
Matilda Crossman
John Cullen
Kenneth Henry
Lorraine Holleway
Hemraz Hoolash
Lynne Hunt
Dean Lee
Mark Millar
Tom Murray
Kholeka Mzondeki
Mohd Nasir Ahmad
Katerina Sipkova
Fergus Wong

5 RESOLUTION 3

Appointment of auditors
The president reported that
Council recommended that
BDO, chartered accountants
and registered auditors,
be reappointed as the
association’s auditors. He
then invited questions on
Resolution 3.
The president drew
members’ attention to the
statement which had been
circulated and which showed
that valid proxy votes had
been cast in respect of
Resolution 3 as follows:
For 3,364
Against 161
The president then put the
resolution to the meeting
and, on a show of hands,
declared it carried, the votes
being cast as follows:
For 41
Against 1

6 RESOLUTION 4

Bye-law amendments
to ensure that ACCA’s
disciplinary bye-laws remain
fit for purpose in light of
developments in regulatory
case law and best practice
The president invited
questions on Resolution
4. He drew members’
attention to the statement
which had been circulated
which showed that valid
proxy votes had been cast
in respect of Resolution 4
as follows:
For 3,374
Against 148
The president then put the
resolution to the meeting
and, on a show of hands,
declared it carried, the votes
being cast as follows:
For 42
Against 2
The president thanked
members for their
attendance and declared
the meeting closed at
1.55pm. ■
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▲ ARRIVAL

▲ NEW VP AND NEW DP

▲ INCOMING, OUTGOING

▲ STAIRWAY FOR SEVEN

At the AGM dinner were Jenny Gu
and Kholeka Mzondeki
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Respectively, Alexandra Chin and
Anthony Harbinson

New president Martin Turner (left)
with Barry Cooper (right)

Some of the AGM dinner guests at
the Queen’s House, Greenwich

Council highlights
Meeting chooses new president, deputy and vice president for the coming year
Council held a meeting
on the morning of 19
September 2013 at which
it considered a number of
important issues.
It received the regular
report from the chief
executive on ACCA
strategic developments, the
organisation’s performance,
key market developments
and research and insights,
and technical activities.
It formally ratified the
decision not to go ahead
with the mutual recognition
agreement with IMA
(Institute of Management
Accountants). It also agreed,
however, that, regardless of
the decision to terminate
the agreement, ACCA should
continue the global strategic
partnership with IMA.

Council agreed to
appoint Antony Townsend
as a lay member of the
ACCA Regulatory Board.
It also received reports
from a number of its
standing committees.
Council then held its
annual meeting in the
afternoon of 19 September,
following ACCA’s 108th
annual general meeting.
Members voting at the AGM
gave overwhelming support
to the various resolutions
before the meeting, including
proposed bye-law changes
designed to ensure ACCA’s
disciplinary bye-laws remain
fit for purpose in light of
developments in regulatory
case law and best practice.
The AGM minutes are shown
on the opposite page.

At the annual Council
meeting, Council chose
ACCA’s officers for the
coming year. ACCA’s new
president is Martin Turner
and he will be supported by
Anthony Harbinson (deputy
president) and Alexandra
Chin (vice president).
Council also welcomed
seven new members whose
election was declared at
the annual general meeting:
John Cullen (who is based in
the UK), Lorraine Holleway
(Qatar), Dean Lee (China),
Tom Murray (Ireland),
Nasir Ahmad (Malaysia),
Katerina Sipkova (Czech
Republic) and Fergus Wong
(Hong Kong). Council now
has members based in
17 different countries and
over one-third of these are

female, thus reflecting the
increasing diversity of the
organisation as a whole.
Council took a number
of other decisions at its
annual meeting:
It approved Council
standing orders for
2013/14, in accordance
with the bye-laws.
It chose three Council
members to serve on the
Nominating Committee
in 2013/14 along with
the officers.
It agreed a Council
work plan and a set of
objectives for the Council
year 2013/14.
The next meeting of Council
will be held on 23 November,
and will immediately follow
the 2013 meeting of the
International Assembly. ■

*
*
*
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Your career, your needs
Results from ACCA’s bi-annual training needs analysis survey helps us to identify and
understand your training needs. Here is a snapshot of the latest findings
Nearly 4,500 members from
123 countries took part
in our bi-annual training
needs analysis (TNA)
survey earlier this year. The
results help us identify and
understand your training
needs, allowing ACCA to
review and develop its
products and services.

Technical skills
Despite the variety of
work undertaken by ACCA
members, business sectors
generally agree on the top
five technical skills required.
For the first time
financial management
was identified as the most
desired technical subject,

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

▌▌▌FOR THE FIRST TIME FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT WAS IDENTIFIED AS
MOST DESIRED TECHNICAL SUBJECT
reflecting the continuing
economic challenges facing
businesses. Corporate
reporting, risk management,
management accounting
and budgeting, and business
advisory also proved
popular. Local tax regulation
and law remain important in
the biggest markets.

Business skills
Analysis, leadership,
management,

communication and
change management were
considered to be the most
important business skills
for each sector. The only
exception here was with
members who work in public
practice; they saw building
client relationships as their
most important skill.

Learning methods
ACCA members use a wide
range of learning formats.
For the first time reading
articles/books online was
the most popular learning
method, followed by workbased learning, face-to-face
courses and reading hard
copies of articles/books.

The future
Thanks to all who took part
in the survey. Our analysis
will help us to provide you
with the most appropriate
CPD opportunities. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accaglobal.com/cpd

Francis’ study
study guides
guides
Francis’
dramatically increase
increase
dramatically

your chances
chances of
of
your
passing.
passing.

Jagatdeep Singh Kalsi,
ACCA online
student
Jagatdeep
Singh
Kalsi,
ACCA online student

Francis Braganza*,
Lifetime Achievement
Award,
Francis Braganza*,
PQ Awards
2012
Lifetime Achievement
Award,

PQ Awards 2012

Learn how to pass ACCA exams.
Learn how to pass ACCA exams.

Revise with the
Revise with the
experts
experts
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www.LSBF.org.uk/AB
www.LSBF.org.uk/AB

020 3005 6249
020 3005 6249
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ACHIEVE MORE. BECOME MORE.
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70%

Percentage of a survey of
300 investors who would
consider that companies
reporting in real time
would have an advantage
in attracting investment.
See page 35.

President outlines plans
Martin Turner FCCA describes his aims for his term in office,
which include a focus on helping to build global standards
Health sector management
consultant Martin Turner
FCCA has taken the reins
as ACCA’s president
for 2013/14. Anthony
Harbinson FCCA has
become deputy president
and Alexandra Chin FCCA
vice president.
‘My focus for my
presidential year will be to
work with ACCA’s Council
and staff to ensure the
organisation continues to
deliver on its strategic aims
in a challenging climate,’
said Turner.
‘I will also focus on
work that promotes and
discusses global standards,
looking at governance,
ethics, sustainability,

corporate reporting and
audit, among others.
ACCA wants to see the
adoption of consistent
global standards as they
are needed for economic
and financial certainty, to
build and maintain investor
confidence and to build and
sustain trust.’

PUBLIC
SECTOR

ABOUT
ACCA
ACCA is the global
body for professional
accountants.
We aim to offer
business-relevant,
first-choice
qualifications
to people of
application, ability
and ambition around
the world who seek a
rewarding career in
accountancy, finance
and management.
We support our
162,000 members
and 428,000
students throughout
their careers,
providing services
through a network
of 89 offices and
active centres.
www.accaglobal.com
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Turner qualified
with ACCA in 1976 and
became a fellow in 1981.
He is currently a freelance
management consultant
advising the health sector
in countries including
Iraq, Kazakhstan, Nigeria
and Serbia.
He was previously chief
executive for Adelaide
Health Service in Australia.
He worked for over 20
years as a chief executive
in the UK’s National Health
Service; he is also the
finance director of a small
company in the UK.
Read Turner’s president’s
column on page 22 and
more on ACCA’s AGM on
page 62.

ACCOUNTING FOR THE FUTURE
ACCA’s online annual conference, Accounting
for the future, took place last month and is still
available to watch online.
Using live webcasts and videos, finance leaders and
experts share the latest insights on how businesses
can maximise value. Topics include risk management,
corporate culture, reporting for investors, finance
transformation, the CFO role, future career pathways,
tech trends and SME growth. Read about the
conference on page 38 and find out more at
www.accaglobal.com/accountingforthefuture

ACCA is holding its
International Public
Sector Conference on
5 December at the
Inmarsat Conference
Centre in London.
The event will explore
the direction of public
sector financial
reporting around the
world; and rebuilding
public trust through
improved financial
reporting.
Although the
conference is now fully
booked, you can watch
it online on the ACCA
website the following
week. For more
information please
email extevents@
accaglobal.com

VT Final Accounts is the popular Excel based
accounts production package from VT Software.
The latest version can be used to generate an
iXBRL accounts or tax computation file from
any Excel workbook or from the pre-tagged
templates contained within the package.
A large number of users of VT Final Accounts
have already successfully submitted iXBRL
files to HMRC.

To download a free 60 day trial please
visit www.vtsoftware.co.uk/ixbrl
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NEW YORK EVENT ACCA WELCOMES SHANGHAI NATIONAL ACCOUNTING INSTITUTE

